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Abstract
The present problem arises from a consideration of some of the experimental and theoretical results which
were obtained previously, some of which will now be briefly mentioned. Fission fragment mass distributions
which were derived from data obtained from double ionization chambers using argon plus carbon dioxide
gases disagree with those obtained by means of radiochemical analysis of the fission products. Fission
fragment velocity distributions which were also derived from double ionization chamber data disagree with
those obtained from a direct measurement of velocities. Further, these double ionization chamber
measurements of the total kinetic energy of fission give lower values than those estimated from calorimetric
measurements. These disagreements are explained by assuming the W (average energy per ion pair) values of
fission fragments stopped in an ionization chamber gas are of the order of 5 percent larger than those for alpha
particles which were used as the basis to calculate fission energies. On the basis that fission fragments lost
greater percentages of initial energy through elastic collisions and that recoil argon gas atoms had reduced
ionization efficiencies, a theoretical calculation in terms of an ionization defect appeared to justify this
viewpoint. The ionization defect. is thought to arise from energy transfer through elastic collisions and hence
should be a function of the atomic mass of the gas.
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NOMENCLATURE -
- Initial energy of an incident particle 
- Initial energy of an alpha particle 
- Initial energy of a fission fragment 
- ·Ionization (total number of ton pairs} 
- Average energy per ion pair 
- Rate of energy loss of a particle ( dE / di ) 
- Asymptotic value of W and W* 
- Alpha particle 
- Fission fragment 
- Ionization defect for a particle 
- Maximum ionization defect 
- Alpha recoil nucleus 
- Light fission fragment 
- Heavy fission fragment 
- Ratio of fission fragment to alpha particle ionization 
- Uram~ 
- Electric field 
- Electric field in the grid-collector region 
X - Electric field in the grid-sovrce region gs 
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NOMENCLATURE (continued) 
~ - Ratio of electric fields, xgc I xgs 
z m - Observed minimum ratio of fields 
H - Electron temperature in a gas 
~ - Distance between adjacent grid wires 
c:r- - Shielding inefficiency of the grid 
d ~ Diameter of the grid wires 
dgc - Distance between the grid and collector electrodes 
dgs - Distance between the grid and source electrodes 
vgc - Drift velocity in the grid-collector field, Egc 
vgs- Drift velocity in the grid-source field, Egs 
1 = Projection along the electric field of a particle path length 
P = Pressure of a gas in millimeters of mercury 
Vgc = Voltage between the grid and collector electrodes 
Vgs = Voltage between the grid and source electrodes 
A, a = Argon gas 
He = Helium gas 
N = Nitrogen gas 
Ne - Neon gas 
Kr = Krypton gas 
co2 = Carbon dioxide gas 
D = Diffusion coefficient 
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vi 1 IONIZATION YIELDS OF FISSION FRAGMENTS I N GASES 
by 
Lloyd 0. Herwig and Glenn Miller 
ABSTRACT 
The present problem arises from a consideration of some of the 
experimental and theoretical results which were obtained previously, 
some of Which will now be briefly mentioned. Fission fragment mass 
distributions which were derived from data obtained from doub~e 
ionization chambers using argon plus carbon dioxide gases disagree with 
those obtained by means of radiochemical analysis of the fission 
products. Fis13ion fragment velocity distributions Which were also 
derived from double ionization chamber data disagree with those obtained 
from a direct measurement of velocities. Further, these double ionization 
chamber measurements of the total kinetic energy of fission give 
lower values than those estimated from calorimetric measurements. These 
disagreements are explained by assuming the W (average energy per ion 
pair) values of fission fragments stopped in an ionization chamber 
gas are of the order of 5 percent larger than those for alpha particles 
which were used as the basis to calculate fission energies . On the 
basis that fission fragments lost greater percentages of initial energy 
through elastic collisions and that recoil argon gas atoms had reduced 
ionization efficiencies, a theoretical calculation in terms of an 
ionization defect appeared to justify this viewpoint. The ionization 
defect. is thought to arise from energy transfer through elastic 
collisions and hence should be a function of the atomic mass of the gas. 
Since in an ionization chamber the secondary ionization efficiencies 
of recoil gas atoms appeared to play an important part in the stopping 
of fission fragments~ it was of interest in this experiment to 
determine whether the ionization defect of fission fragments was a 
function of the mass of the stopping gas. 
Ionization distribution&. were obtained for fission and al pha 
particles using a parallel-plate gridded ionization chamber employing 
electrpn collection. A natural uranium film >vas irradiated with d-d 
reaction neutrons to produce fission . Comparison of the most probable 
pulse voltages for fission fragments with those of alpha particles, combined 
with known alpha ener gi es, gave the so-called fission energi es. Fission 
energies which were measured i n various gases and gas mixtures were 
compared with each other to determine differences in the ionization defects 
between gases. 
1 This report is based on a Ph.D. thesis by Lloyd 0. Herwig submitted 
December, 1953 at Iowa State College, Ames. Iowa. This work was 
performed under contract with the Atomic Energy Commission. 
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The ionization defects of the most probable fission fragments 
stopped in heliumj neon, nitrogen, argon plus 5 percent nitrogen, and 
argon plus 3 percent carbon dioxide were measured relative to those 
vii 
of argon. These measurements of the differences between ionization defects 
for fission fragments between gases were made under the assumptions 
that the alpha particle ionization defects in the gases were not very 
different and were relatively small compared to the alpha particle 
initial energy. 
~fferences in the ionization defects between argon and helium 
gases were observed to be about one-third as large as those which were 
expected on the basis of increased ionizing efficiency for lighter recoil 
gas atoms. The smaller observed differences might be·due to changes in 
the average charge of fission fragments between gases, double ionization 
in helium gas, and metastable states in helium gas. Differences in the 
defects between argon and neon gases were not regarded as significante 
Since the masses differ by only a factor of two, a large difference 
was not expected. Large differences in the defects between argon 
and nitrogen gases and between argon and argon plus carbon dioxide were 
observedo These were not expected on the basis of the variation of the 
ionizing efficiency with the mass of the recoil gas atoms, or atomic 
ionization defect. They were explained qualitatively in terms of a 
molecular ionization defect. The large magnitude of the difference 
between argon and argon plus 3 percent carbon dioxide "'vas surprising 
in vimv of the small quantity of carbon dioxide present. Differences 
in the defects between argon and argon plus 5 percent nitrogen were not 
regarded as significant although the presence of 5 percent of a molecular 
gas migh~ be expected to give rise to a small difference. 
The differences between ionization defects in argon and argon plus 
carbon dioxide gases was used as a basis to suggest that the ionization 
defect attributed to argon gas might not be as large as has been indicated 
and that the discrepancy in the measurements of the ionization defect for 
alpha particles in argon gas mib '·Jt be resolved. 
The operating characteristics of a gridded parallel-plate 
ionization chamber were investigated, and the particular effects, such 
as electron multiplication about the grid wires, ratio of fields for 
complete electron collection, rise time of ionization pulses, and alpha 
and fission saturation curves, >v-ere observed as a function of the chamber 
gases. A correlation was observed betw·een the minirrrum ratio of fields 
necessar.y for complete electron collection in a gas and the calculated 
magnitude of the electron diffusion in the gas . Hention of this correlation 
has not been found in the literature. Multiplication of electrons about 
the grid wires was observed for argon and neon gases. 
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Alpha particle saturation curves in the various gases have been 
observed with greater precision than those which have been found in the 
literature. 
A relatively simple method of making large, uniform, natural 
uranium sources was devised and used in the present experiment. It 
appears readily applicable to making source thicknesses over the range 
from a few micro~rams to several milligrams per square centimeter. 
The use of mixtures of argon plus carbon dioxide gases in the present 
chamber has been found to produce some undesirable characteristics. 
Saturation characteristics for alpha particles appeared to be a function 
of the percent of carbon dioxide present in the argon and of the pressure 
of the gas mixture. Mixtures of argon and nitrogen gases appeared to 
give the same desirable characteristics as the argon and carbon dioxide 
mixtures without the apparently undesirable effects. 
The relative value$ of ~ , using electron collection in the present 
experiment, compared well With the literature values , which were obtained 
using total ion collection. 
On the basis of the results of the present experiment it appeared 
that a number of further investigations would be of particular interest 
for the operation of parallel-plate ionization chambers and for the study 
of the fundamental energy loss processes. They are listed as follows: 
(1) More detailed investigation of the fundamental processes in an 
ionization chamber using argon plus carbon dioxide and further investigation 
of the features of argon plus nitrogen mixtures. (2) Investigation of the 
differences in fission fragment ionization defects between helium gas and 
helium plus several tenths percent of argon and between helium gas and 
helium plus 3 percent carbon dioxide. (3) Investigation of the 
difference in fission fragment ionization defects between argon plus 
3 percent of carbon dioxide and argon plus higher or lower percentages of 
carbon dioxide. (4} Investigation of alphA particle and fission fragment 
saturation curves in various gases using both electron collection and 
total ion collection in the same chamber. (5) Investigation of the alpha 
particle and fission fragment ionization defects between gases using 
both electron collection and total ion collection in the same chamber. 
.. 
INTRODUCTION 
Discussion and Literature Survey 
,The scattering and stopping of energeti~ atomic particles i n passing 
through matter and the resultant ionization and radiation effects have 
provided sorre of the most important sources of information regar ding the 
con$titution of nucleic Until 1939 the sources of energetic parti cles 
1 
were limited to light nuclei which were obtained f rom radioactive bodiesi 
fi'om particle accelerators .\) and from nuclear transmutations. The dis-
covery of the fission process.\) in which a heavy nucleus splits into two 
fragments.\) made available a group of relatively heavy part ic les with 
energies up to approximately 100 Mev. Thus it has been possible to study 
the penetration through matter of high energy particles having masses and 
charges many times larger than those previously avail able . I t was s hown 
that certain characteristics which were of minor consequence for light 
particles in the scattering md stopping of energetic atomic part icles were 
accentuated by these properties of the fission fragments o Ni els Bohrl 
published a comprehensive theoretical discussion of the phenomena of 
the penetration of atomic particles.\) including the fission fragments~ 
through matter.\) and surveyed the experimental contributions up to t hat 
time., The term.\) ionization defectll was introduced by Knipp e t a1.2 
in a theoretical study which attempted to describe the phenomena 
associated with the stopping of heavy charged particles in a gas » and 
by Hanna.3 in an experimental paper on the energy=ionization relation 
for alpha particlesQ To form the basis for an understanding of the 
present experiment. some of the ideas which were summarize d i n t lEse 
publications have been used. It has been assurred in this discussi on 
that the incident particle is passing through gaseous matter . 
A heavy charged particle in its passage through a gas loses its 
energy by :rreans of electronic and atomic collisionso In the electronic ,\) 
or inelastic.\) collisions energy is transferred to individual electrons 
of the gas atoms to produce excitation and ionization. In t he atomic.\) 
or elastic.\) collisions molll3ntum and kinetic energy are transferred t o t he 
tranalatory motion of the stopping atomso Further., the secondary e lectrons.~~ 
which are stripped from the gas atoms.~> and the recoil gas atoms have 
electronic and atomic c ollisions with otter atoms . 
1 
2Ne Bohr.l> Kgl. Danske Vid0 Sela. Math0=Fyse Meddo 15.\lNo. 8 (1948 ) . 
JQ Ke Knipp and Re C~ Ling» Phys. Rev. 82.1> 30 (19Sl)~ J., K. Knipp.~> 
Ro B0 Leachman.~> and R. Cs Ling.\) Physe ReVo 80a 478 (1950)o 
)Go C o Hanna .ll Phys. Revs 80a 530 (1950) e 
= 
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Bohr deve loped a criterion for determining whether electronic or 
atomic collisions predominate along the range of a particle being stopped 
in matter. The criter ion is based on tm veloci ty of m electron which 
is in ~1 ).o~st level 9f the Bohr model of the hydrogen atom 
(v 0 =~"LJt:(,.,= 2.2 x 10 cmfsec) . Form incident particle 
velocity much greater or much less than v0 ;1electronic or atomic 
collisions» respectively.\) predominate along the path. When the velocity 
of the particle is much less than v0 » the cro ss secti. on for capture 
of electrons is much larger than that for lossll and the charge of the 
incident par ticle is essentially zero. Thus ;> in this low veloci~ region 
electronic collisions are unimportant ani atomic collisions predominate. 
According to the ideas developed theoretically by Bohr;> the energy 
transferred by an incident particle which is in the velocity range where 
atomic coll isions predominate gives rise ;> in generaL;> to recoil velocities 
which are less than v!D • The :recoiling gas atoms undergo atomic 
collisions with other gas atoms» and a large fraction of the energy 
transferred in this manner goes directly (that is» 'Without appreciable 
intermediate excitation and ionization) into thermaL motion of the gas 
atoms o The initial ene rgy and the mass of the incident particle largely 
determine the importance of atomic collisions in the stopping processes. 
Knipp et al o 2 recently demonstrated that the energy loss of a slow heavy 
particle is due predominately to recoil atoms; andl> trerefore ;1 
ionization by secondary heavy particles contributes a large fraction 
of the t otaL ionization. When the secondary particle ionization efficiency 
is low;) the average ionization efficiency for the incident particle is 
greatly reduced. Thus the average energy loss per ion pai r over 
the range of the inciden t particle effectively incre ase s with an increase 
in the number of recoil atoms which have a reduced ionization efficiency. 
For an incident particle which is comple tely stepped in a gas ll the 
average energy per ion pair» W » is obta:ined f rom tre relationE / I ;> 
where E is tre initial energy of the particle and I is t.l:J:l total number 
of ion pairs produced. The instantaneous value of the energy per ion pair 
at a particular point in the range of the parti.c~e is giveg by the 6 
differential expre ssion W* = dE / dl" Gray4 ;> Bethe ;> and Wilkinson 
r eviewed some of the eJt.peritrental data c oncerning the value of W as a 
function of the type of incident particle ll of the energy of the i ncident 
parti cle 9 and of the stopping gas .. For fast part icles (v ,. ~ v0 ) 
with fixed charge -9 W and W* tend to approach a value W' which is 
~ Lo Ho Gray.ll Proc . Carnb o Philo Soc .. Lo -9 72 (1944) o 
Ho A. Be the~ Revs. Modern Physe 22 9 213 (1950) o 
6 Do H. Wilkinson~ Ionization Chambers and Counters 
(Cambridge University Press 9 19.50) .. ~ .,. 
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largely independent of t he mass ~ charge~ and velocity of the ionizing 
parti cle but does depend on the nature of the stopping gas. For air 
there is evidence of a re latively large dependence of W on tre initial 
energy for electrons bel ow 10 Kev ,~~ pr otons bel ow 2o5 Mev.ll and alpha 
particles below 4 Mev. Tre value of W for the rare gases an~ hydrogen 
appears to be mare ne arly c <n stan t than f or o t rer gases o Fano gave 
arguments indic at i ng why W for all gases was of the same order of 
magnitude and was not correlat ed with the ionizati on potential of the gas. 
However.P r e cent e:q:eriments using very pure gases showed that the value 
of W for helium and neon was up to 40 percent higrer than that previously 
measured. These later values of W f or the rare gases correlate well 
with the ionization potentials o Of t re r are gasesll argon has been the 
one most used by experimentalists i nvestigating t he dependence of W on 
the initial energy of a particle o Tm notations, W , W* ,~~ ~d W 1 
eto o are use d in the following di scussion to repreJe:lt W! f* ' w•x r 
etco» respectively~ in a particular gas x and fo r a parti cular 
particle y o The chemical symbol s have been used to represent the 
various gases 9 and the alpha par ticle and t he f ission fragment have been 
represented by ~ and f .11 r espectivel yo 
If an ionizing parti.cle is allowed to spend all o f its range in 111 
ioni~ation chanberll then the r esulting e lectrical pulse can be made . 
accurately proportion al to t he number of i on pairs formedo Further 1 if w' 
remains constant over the entire track length of t he particle,~~ the 
electrical pulse c an be t aken as a ~easure of the initi al energy.~~ 
E = J. w* o Crm shaw and Harvey and Jesse e t al,9 using natural alpha 
particle emitters conf irmd the c<nstm cyll within experinEntal error, of jt';.. fow initial ener gies great er than 4 Mev . However .9 t here is disagreement 
between them over the value of W~ at l ow energieso Crm.shaw and Harvey, 
using electr on col lection .P foun~ t hat w.,~..* i ncreased at t he low energies.~~ 
and Jesse et al o,~~ using positive ion ~lle ct ion» found that Wr~t* remained 
constant within experimental error oown to zero ener gyo Rho~es et al. 10 
am Hann®. 3 "Working with low energy al pha particles from nuclear reactions 
and using electron collection obtained results which suppor t t he increase 
of W~* at low energie s o It is probable that the dis c repancy nentioned 
aoofe will be resolved by a more comple te understanding of the differences 
between fast and slow ionization chanbers and of the differences in gas 
puri'ty" 
For an. incident particle the energy which does not show up as 
ionization at the high energy r ate wu (or t he extra energy which is lost 
directly to thermal motion when 'w* is gr eater than wv ) can be treated 
in terms of the ionizati on defect.P A=E ... I wu o The i oni zation defect is 
J U. Fano~ Physo Rev e 70 .11 44 (1946) o 
0 To Eo Cranshaw and J:=A. Harvey.P Cane J o Research Aa6~ 243 (1948)~ 
lOWe Po Jesse~ Ho Forstat~ and J. Sadauskis 9 Physo Rev . 77 ll 782 (1950)o 
o Rhodes~ We Franzen.P and Wo Eo Stephens ~ Phys. Rev. ~.P 141 (1952). 
4 
a slowiy varying function which ranges in value from the initial energy 
of the incident particle to a maxi.J!III.lm energy value ll which depends on the 
characteristics of the incident particle. If the incident particle has less 
than a certain minimum energy.ll it produces no ionization but expends its 
energy in elastic collisions 9 so that I::: 0 and Ll .:. E. At higher 
energies WOW' approaches asymptotically a constant value .11 within experimental 
error ll and A. approaches asymptotic ally a maximum value ~ 1 o If 
particles having a wide range of initial energies were available for study, 
such as various alpha particles.\) an E vs I curve could be plotted. 
Those incident particle energies which were large enough to approach a 
constant ionization defect would fall close to a straight line on the 
E vs I curve~ that is» the differences in ionization would be closely 
proportional to the differences in energy. If the straight line through 
a series of points which would have a constant ~ were extrapolated to 
zero on, the E vs I plot.~> it would intercept the energy axis close to 
,.d I .ll and the slope of this straight line would be close to wv • 
Fig. 1 illustrates pictorially for alpha particles some of th3 terms 
which have been defined8in the previous di.scussibn. The E~ vs I.,c.. data 
of Cranshaw and Harvey for alpha particles in argon gas lias been8 
indicated on Fig. la by crosses. Six groups of alpha particles of which 
.the energies in the range from 5 to 9 Mev were known from magnetic deflection 
experiments were used» and the points on the ~ vs ai.4 diagram fell 
on a straight line within 1 / 10 percento When the dashed line through 
th3 points was ext:r.apolated to zero ionization» the intercept on the E 
axis gave A~ .- 85 ~r 10 Kev., Fig. Th is an expanded view of 
Figo la nea~ tne origin. Since a particle of zero energy produces zero 
ionizati~n» the E~ vs ai~ curve at low energies passes through the 
origin, as suggested by the dOtted lines. ';['he value of w.t is given by 
the slope of the cmrve at the energy which corresponds t8 'that of the particle. 
For a given ~ the slope of a line from the origin to the curve gives the 
value of a~ • By drawing a line through the origin with a slope of wv, 
the energy coordinate of a point on the curve. I s divided into two par!s.~> 
a A~ and ai.,c.. 8wu (or ( ~ wu ) a )o 
. When an alpha particle with initi.al energy of 5 Mev is stopped in a gasj) 
it loses that energy predominantly through electronic collisions because 
its velocity is much greater than v0 during most of its range. An 
energy of approximately 100 Kev is associated with an alpha particle of 
residual velocity 110 ., Those alpha particles with initial energy in the 
hundreds of kilovolts region lose a larger percentage of their initial 
energy througtl atomic collisions)) as indicated in Fig. lb. However j) Fig. la 
indicates that a 5 Mev alpha particle loses less than 2 percent of its 
initial energy through atomic collision processes» and even if tre recoiling 
atoms have a reduced ionization efficiency» · the total ionization yield is 
largely unaffected.. Experimental evidence for natural alpha particles stowed 
in argon gas has indicated that aL1-'... is less than 2 percent. No 
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reliable experimental data are available at this time ooncerning the E 
vs I curves for alpha particles in light gases, such as helium and 
hydrogen. For alpha particles of initial energy greater than 4 Mev 
it doos not seem unreasonable to ass~ that the ~ for all gases is 
no larger than approximately 2 percent of the initia+ energy. 
Few E vs I ~ta are available for any type of particle having 
velocities of the order of magnitude v0 and lower. Madsen ll measured in 
argon gas th~ ionization produced by recoil nuclei from alpha decay of 
Po, Th ell and Th C 9 o These nuclei have energies in the range from 100 
to 170 Kev (~ 4 x 10 1 em / sec ) and large masses which differ by 
a few atomic mass units. Thus Ule graph of E vs I for tile three recoil 
particles was plotted with small · error on the same c-qrve. The slo~ of 
a straight l~ne drawn through th~ three points gave a value of ,Wn which 
was zoore than twice tie value of aWJ.. , where n designates alpha 
recoil nuclei. On the basis of Madsenus data.~> Knipp and Ling 12 
calculated that about 66 percent of the ionization by a recoil particle 
from natural alpha decay is prod:Q.ced by :recoil gas atoms which have reduced 
ionization efficiency. 
Since fi~sion fragments have a distribution in mass, in energy, 
and in effective charge» it is ~fficult using electric and magnetic 
fields to isolate those which have a definite mass and energy. Thus, 
information about £1 f and Wf are not available frcm an E vs 
I curve for a fragment of given masso However» there is considerable 
indirect evidence that a fission fragment stopped in argon gas has a 
relatively large aJ1 f o 
Many studies of the fission process have been made using ionization 
chambers to measure the ionization produced by fission fragments when 
they are stopped in a gas. Ionization yields of the fragments are converted 
to energies by comparison with the ionization produced by an alpha 
particle of known energy stopped in the same gaso This characterization 
of the energy of fission fragments assune s that the aW for light fast 
particles is closely equal to that for slower heavy particles. The 
following pieces of evidence seem to indicate that this assumption is 
not valid for fission fragments stopped in argon gas. 
tirst » the most probable total kinetic energy of fission which 
was obtained by neans of ionization chamber experinents 13 was lower than 
that which was estimated from calorimetric measurement 14 o Although several 
corrections involving neutron and photon energies have been applied to 
the calorimetric estimate of the kinetic energy, the difference bet-ween the 
values is regarded as significant. 
~. S. Madsen, Kglo Danske Vido Sels. Matho -F,ys. Meddo 21 , No. 8 (1945). t2 J., K. Knipp and Ro Co Ling.l1 Physo Rev. 80, 1~ (1950).~ 
3D. Co Brunton and G. c. Hanna, Can. Jo Research A28, 190 (1950); D. C. 
Brunton and W. Bo Thompson» Cano J o Research A2ff;'498 (1950); M. 
Deutch and ;M. Ramsey, Manhattan District Declassified Contribution 
l4 No. 945 (1946) (unpublismd). 
Mo Co Henderson 9 Phys o Rev. ~» 774 ( 1940). 
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Second» the mass distribution curve whic~Jas calculated from double 
ionization chamber data on fission fragments is not in canplete agreement 
with the mass distribution cur~e which was obtained from radiochemcal · 
analysis of fission products l!> • After correction of the radiochemical mass 
distribution curve for th:l absence of ejected neutrons J tre peaks of the 
ionization chamber mass distribution were found to be wider and farther 
separated t han that from r adiochemical data, as shown by Fig. 2. 
Brunton and Hanna 13 suggested that the greater spacing between the mass 
peaks could be explained if aWh£ .ll the average energy per ion pair for 
the most probable h:l avy fragment~ were 2 to 5 percent larger than 
Wu » the average energy per ion pair for the most probable light 
&agmento U!achman lb demonstrated that the greater separation of the 
mass peaks could be explained by an aWhf greater t han :Wu by 
)o 1 percent.. He analyzed the mass distribution curve from double 
ioniza.tion chamber data and made correcti. ons for dispersions due '00 
neutron recoils and instrummtal error s :i and the remaining discrepancy 
with the correc ted radiochemical curve was attributed to difference in 
w between light and mavy fragmentso 
Third.~> on t he · basi~ of a lar·ge energy loss to recoiling gas atoms by 
a slow heavy particle and o f a r educed ionization efficiency of heavy 
recoil gas atoms » Knipp and Ling 2 calculated the ionization defects for 
the most probable light and heavy fragrrents. They estimated the 
ionization defect for the light and heavy fragments in argon as 
a A lf ::: 2 .. 5 Mev and A = 4.2 Mev.ll respectively. On 
the s ameoasis l> they further sftowedhibat whf should be larger than wlf • 
Fourth9 Leachman l7 obtained for fission fragments a veloci~ 
distribution curve in which the veloc.ities of individual fragments were 
directly measured in a time of flight apparatus. When the velocity data 
were compared 'With the velocity distribution curve calculated from double 
ionization chamber data» see Fig. 3 .ll t hey indicated that the kinetic 
energies of the fragments exceed those reported by ionization chamber 
measurements in argon by 5 .,7 Mev and6.,7 Mev for the most probable light and 
heavy fragments» respectively. These energy differences were explained 
by an awl£ and aWM which exceeded by 6 and 11 percent, respectively» 
the ~~csl- on which-t.he energies from ionization chamber measurements were 
based. 
Fifth,\) Leachman 16 has shown t hat the greater widths of the peaks 
of the ionizati. on chamber mass-distribution curve were expla:ined by an 
1~ Plutonium Proje ct» Revs. Modern Phys. 18, 5l3 (19!P). h R. B. I.eachman» Phys. Rev. 8.3, 17 (19.51). 
Re Bo Leachman 2 Phys. Rev. ~~ 444 (1952). 
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8 ~v half-width (full width at half-maxium) in the resolution of fission 
fragment energies in an ionization chamber filled with argon gas. Also 
the half-width of the energy resolution of tre ionization chant>er data 
estimated by tre velocity-ionization analysis 17 was about 9 Mev. 
Tre fact that this estimated dis~rsion was far greater than that 
anticipated by the theory of the fl~gtuations in the total number of 
ions pro<hced by charged fragzrents indicated that energy loss processes 
which have larger fluctuations are present. Fluctuations in the number of 
recoiling atoms and in their ionization efficiency would result in 
relatively larger fluctuations in the total number of ions produced. 
The results of the velocity distribution experiment give the most 
reliable evidence from the qualitative and quantitative standpoints for 
the variation of Wf .An increase of W for fission fragments over that 
of alpha particles does not con firm tre existence of an ionization defect 
for fission fragments since the energy-ionization curve for a fission 
fragment of given mass could be a straight line, instead of a curved line, 
passing through zero. However, the ionization defects calculated by 
Knipp and Ling from limited data are roughly in agree:rren t with the energy 
differences calculated by Leachman from his velocity distribution ex~ri:rrent. 
On the basis of the evidence listed above, it is not improbable that a 
non-linearity of the energy-ionization curve gives rise to an ionization 
defect for fission fragments stopped in argon gas. 
For the case of fission fragments it was indicated that fA lf • 5. 7 
Mev a1d a A hf =- 6.7 ~v. Since ti:J! secondary ionizat~on efficiency 
of recoil argon atoms ap~ars to play an important part in stopping of 
fission frag:rrents, it is of interest to determine whether the secondary 
ionization efficiency is a function of the mass of th~ recoil atoms, and 
thus whether the ~ f is a function of the mass of tre stopping gas. From 
an analysis of th! treory of the stopping of heavy charged particles, it 
is concluded that recoil gas atoms of smaller mass should have, on the 
average, a higher ionization efficiencyo 
It has been tre purpose of this experiment to study tm changes in the 
magnitude of the ionization defect for fission fragments which were stopped 
in various gases. Comparison of the magnitude of the ionization 
defect between gases, and particularly between light and heavy gases, 
was expected to provide sone further evidence on which to base theoretical 
con side rations. 
18 ~ u. Fano, Phys. Rev. 72, a; (1947). 
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METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
Working Equation 
11 
Since fission fragments which have a lmown mass, energy, and charge 
are not easily separated, -A f cannot be obtained directly from 811 
Ef vs If curve. Rough theoretical and indirect experinental calculations, 
as listed previously, were made to obtain a value of a 4 f • No 
similar calculations are available for other gases o Because naturally 
occurring alpha particles have relatively small ionization defects which 
are slowly changing functions of the mass of the stopping gas, they provide 
a basis for the comparison of the relative quantities of ionization 
produced by the stopping of p given fission fragment in different gases. 
An equation which gives Ll f- he 4 f in terms of quantities that 
were measured experinentalfy can be denved from the definition of the 
ionization defect for a fission fragment and an alpha particle stopped in 
two gases, in this case argon and heliumo The equation was obtamed in 
terms of ~ , a L1;- 1 he A..L , R and tJ , where R is 
the ratio of the total ~onizati!on produced .gY. a, fission fragnent ~ 
to that of the alpha particle in a gas x • 
From the definition of the ionization defect the following relations 
can be obtained for an alpha particle and a fission fragment stopped in 
arg:m md helium gases g 
(1) a A oo(... - ~ ( I W' )a -
"' (2) aA f - Ef - ( I w• ) 
- f a 
(3) he A~ ,($ E.,c. - ( I W' ~ )he 
(4) heA f Ef ( I W' f )he 
I wv 
-
( I W' ) • 
X yx y X 
-
Elimination of Ef between relations (2) and (4) gives 
(.5) a A f ~ heA. f-::::: (If W' )he- (If W' )a • 
8 R and heR are given by the relations 
(6) 
(7) 
12 
Combination of relations (l)~ (3)~ (5) 3 (6) 3 and (7) 
gives 
(8) 
r "" A ) = R( E - A ) he ~ a c.t.. a -'- • 
Assuming that the f. A~ and e A~ are small compared to .E ~ 1 
the following work1.ng equation £s obtai.neds 
( R - -R ) he f' a f' • 
Quantities on the right side of' equation (9) were obtained from 
experimental measurements. The initial energy was available from 
magnetic deflection experiments 19 , and tb! ratio of' the fission 
ionization to that of an alpha particle was determined in the present 
experiment., 
_Equation (8) is valid for any tWJ gases 1 and equation (9) 1 of 
course» is valid when the ionization defects for alpha particles stopped 
in the gases are small compared to the initial energy of the slpha particles. 
For naturally occurring alpha particles the ionization gefect in argon gas 
was found experimentally to be small compared "00 "E~ ,9. Ionization 
defects for alpha particles stopped in the otter gasesj) which were used in 
this experiment, have not been measured. For the purposes of' this 
experiment they have all been assumed to be small compared to ~ • 
Since tb! ionization defects in argon gas were the be~t known,~~ this gas has 
been used as a basis of canparison between the other gases., Values 
of the differences of the ionization defect between argon gas and each 
of the others have been calculated., 
A description of the experimental method which wa~ used 'In measure 
the ratio xR will now be undertaken. 
Summary of the Experimental Metho4 
A gridded parallel-plate ionization chamber which employed electron 
collection was used to measure the total ionization which was produced by 
a particle stopped in the chamber gas.. The movement of electrons in tb! 
electric field between the grid and collector electrodes induced on tm 
collector electrode a voltage pulse which was directly proportional to 
the number of ion pairs that were c reated by the particle. 
The voltage pulse from the ionization chamber was amplified in a linear 
amplifier and classified according to pulse height 1 or total 
ionization. 
19 F. L. Clark3 H. J. Spencer-Palmer.~~ R. N., Woodward3 British Atomic 
Energy Project Reports BR 521. and 522 (1944). 
.,. 
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Since tre energies; of tre most probable fission particles are greater 
than those of the alpha groups by mor e than a factor of ten, the pulse 
heights were observed to be greater by approximately the same fac'OOr. The 
amplifier gain which would spread the fission pulse height distribution 
over the useable region of a pulse height analyzer system would give little 
detail to the shape of tre pulse height distribution curve for alpha 
particleso Thus., when alpha particle distributions were studied, it was 
necessary to increase the gain of tre amplifier over that which was used 
for fission particleso In order to compare tre fission particle pulse 
heights with those of tre alpha particles in tre determination of R , 
a pulse height calibrator was used '00 accurately determine the change in 
gain of the amplifier. 
·Fission fragments were obtained f:rom a natural uranium source 
which was irradiated with neutrons f:rom a linear accelerator using tre 
D(D~n)He 3 reaction at 300 Kev, and two groups of alpha particles were 
obtained from the same uranium sourceo By measuring the 'OOtal ionization 
produced by individual fission fragments and by making a graph of tre 
number of fragments versus ionization, an ionization distribution curve 
which was double~peaked was obtained. From this curve there were two 
characteristic fission fragments, the most probable heavy and light 
fragments.~> which were identified as the fission fragments corresponding 
to the peakso The curve for fission fragments was taken in the presence 
of tre alpha particles whose pulse heights had, however, negligible effect 
on those of the fission fragrren tso Not only were the pulse heights of tre 
alpha particles an order of magnitude smaller than the fissi. on pulses 
but the pulses out of the amplifiers were approximately 100 microseconds 
in width and the rate of alpha decays was 20 per second. Fission events 
occuiTed at the rate of about one per second. 
The ionization distribution curve for the alpha particles from 
natural uranium was a;Lso double-peaked· due to the presence of tw alpha 
groups, one from u234 and tre other from u235 1 which have energies of 
4.76 and 4ol8 Mev., respectively 19. This curve for alpha particles was 
obtained with the accelerator not operating and with the room noise at a 
minimumo 
D3termination of tre distribution peaks and the pulse heights which 
corresponded '00 tre most probable particles in both the fission and 
alpha distributions was accomplished by using special techniques which 
will be described latero Values of xlilf and .,..R,.."' were then obtained 
by using botq the alpha particles from u-234 and'""th~se from u2J8 as 
the basis for cornparis:>ne xlilf ..,R,_"' represent R for the most 
probable light and heavy fragnEnt/'·r~pectivelyo Axsuperscript of 
234 or 238 will be used with xR to designate the u234 or u238 as 
the basis of the rati.o 9 respectivelyo 
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EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
Ionization Chamber 
Parallel-plate ionization chambers have been used extensively 
for detecting and measuring the ionization produced by particles. 
In one of its simpler forms the parallel=plate ionization chamber 
consists of two separated parallel plates in series with a resistance 
and a potential difference. The volwoo between the plates is filled with 
matter~ usually gaseous . When ionization originates between tre tw 
plates» tre charges move toward the plates under the influence of the 
electric field. The energy absorbed by the charges in moving along tre 
electric field gives rise to a voltage pulse across the resistor. 
Formulations of the theory of pulse formation in parallel-plate , 
ionization ch001bers ~ and in other type§ of ionization chambers3. are found 
in many publications~ ioe • .~~ Wilkinson ° and Corson and Wilson £0 .' 
Ionization chambers are often designated as ei th&X' slow or fast. A 
slow chamber depends upon the movement of positive or negative heavy ions 
to produce the voltage pulse~ whereas a fast chamber depends upon tre 
movement of electrons which are freed from the matter during tre 
ionization process. Electrons in a given electric field have a drift 
velocity approximately 100 times greater than that of the heavy ions. 
Therefore .11 the time of formation of the voltage pulse is approximately 
100 times shorter in a fast chamber. The magnitu de of the voltage pulse 
which comes from the parallel~plate ionization chamber is mo small to 
be observed without amplification ~ tre refore .11 electron pulse amplifiers 
are often used to increase the pulse magni ture. With ionization chambers 
employing electron collect ion the clipping tlme of the pulse 
amplifier 20 can be relatively shorterll compared to that for the slow 
chambers» and trouble with low frequency microphonics is c onsiderably 
redmed. However.~~ complete collection of electrons in an ionization chamber 
is accomplisred only if electrons are not lost in passage through ta~ matter 
to the collector plate. In t:te present experiment gaseous matter and 
electron collection were used» and a discussion of tre l.oss of electrons 
before they were completely collected will be given later . 
For a given number of ion pairs cre ated between the plates of a 
parallel~plate ionization chamber l> t re magnitude of the voltage pulse 
depends upon the distribution of the ion pairs in the volume between the 
plates and upon the ratio of the ion to the electron drift velocity in the 
gas. These two effects are very largely eliminated by a gridded 
ionization chOO'lber which has a third electrode placed in a position to 
shield the collector electrode from the region in which the ion pairs are 
for~d. 'Suitable electric fields are applied between the electrodes so that 
complete electron collection is a.ccomplisredo A description of tre physical 
20 D. R. Corson and R. R. Wilsonll Rev. Sci. Instr. 12~ 207 (1948). 
f :' 
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properties of the gridded parallel-plate ionization chamber which was 
used in this experiment will not be presented. 
15 
Fig. 4 shows a schematic diagran of the chanber and the associated 
apparatus which was mounted on it . The ionization chamber housing was 
cylindrical in shape with inside dimensions of 12 3/8 inches in diameter 
and 9 inches in depth. The wall and endplates of the ionization chamber 
housing were made of 3/8 and 1/2 inch brass stock respectively. The 
upper endplate was silver~soldered to the chamber wall~ and 12 steel bolts 
(H) 3/8 inch in diamater were used to apply pressure to a tenon gasket 
(G) between the lower endpl ate and the chamber wall to give a vacuum seal. 
The source electrode (C) was supported from the upper endplate by 
porcelain insulators whic h were attached to three adjustable sylphon 
assemblies (L) o Negative voltage for the source was applied by means of 
a glass=to=metal terminal (J) ~ md the electrical connection to the source 
electrode ~ras maintained by a spring contact. A shield box (K) with a 
decoupling resistor and capacitance was placed over the glass-to=metal 
seal o The :source plate (D) was covered with a collimator (E), and they 
were held in position on the source electrode by a clamping ring (F). 
Tw sets of three porcelain insulators were used to support the grid (A) 
and the collector (B) electrodes from the lower endplate. The grid was 
normally grounded to the chamber housing~ and the collector electrode 
was connected through the chamber housing to the preamplifier by means of a 
gla.ss=to=metal terminal (M). The preamplifier (S) was located on the 
lower endplate along with a dual pressure gauge (Q)» a gas purifier (N), 
and a vacuum valve (P) having a teflon gasket (R). The chamber was 
normally supported on its side by four rubber shock-mounts. The target 
chamber (U) of the linear accelerator was placed near the upper endplate 
of the ionization chamber so that a · maximum nu.ni::ler of neutrons intercepted 
the uranium source which was located on the source plate (D). 
The base plate of the source electrode was machined out of 1/4 
inch brass stock and had a di. ameter of 10 3/4 inches. A cylindrical 
brass skirt j which was 1 7/8 inches long and had 1/8 inch walls, was 
attached to the base plate. The skirt on the source electrode caused the 
equipotential surfaces in the grid-source volume, where the ionization 
was formed by the particles from the source, to be concave toward the grid 
ani the collector electrodes . In this manner the electrons forned in this 
region did not escape detection by being lost to the chamber housing. 
For a given potential difference between the source and the grid 
electrodes ll the strength of the electric field in t he grid= source volume 
varied from that between . two l arge parallel plate so Except near the edge 
of the skirt of the source electrode$ the electric field was weaker than 
that for parallel plates$ due to the Faradqy cage effect. The base plate 
of the source electrode was 8 centimeters from the grid wires. 
The source plate was 5 inches in diameter and 1/ 8 inch in 
thickness . Natural uranium was deposited over the area of the source 
plate to a thickness of approximately 60 micrograms per square centimeter$ 
using a technique which will be described later. 
16 
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FIG. 4 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE IONIZATION 
CHAMBER 
The collimattlr was 5 incres in dianeter and wa.s constructed from 
o35 inche aluminum sheet metal. Approximately 500 holes of 5/32 
17 
inch diameter were punched in the collima.toro From the geometry of the 
collimator the maximum angle of emission of particJe s from the source 
was found to be 77 degrees from the normal. The alpha particles from 
u234 had the longest range of the particles which were observed by means 
of tre ionization chamber o The ranges in argon and helium gases at 
760 rrun Hg and 22 degrees centigrade were calculated from Livingston and 
Betre 21 and were found to be 3iJ and 20 centimeters, respectively. 
Minimum pressures of 380 and 2120 mm Hg for argon and helium gases, 
respectively~ were found necessary to stop the wide-angle alpha particles 
from the edge of the source before they reached the skirt of the source 
electrode. A small part of the ionization.~~ which was forn:e d in tre 
collimator holes "Where the electric field was relatively weaker, may not 
have reached the colle ctor electrode o Since the specific ionization as 
a function of particle range differed markedly between alpha particles and 
fission fragments.\) the percentage of the total ionization lost in the 
collimator was no t t lE same o However, the quantity aR - 1-QR was a second 
order function of the differences in ionization which were·""lost in the 
collimator holes.ll and no correction was made for it. 
The collector electrode consisted of a 10 1/2 inch diameter brass 
disc which was l/8 inchin thickness. This electrode was located 
lo27 centimeters from the grido 
The grid structure consisted of .0036 :inch · dianeter steel wires 
which were parallel to each other and spaced o080 inch .~part. These 
wires were mounted on a brass ring which was l/8 inch in thickness and 
had an :inside and outsi de diameter of 10 5/8 and 11 5/8 inches, 
respectivelyo Narrow slots were machined in the outside edge of the 
r:ing so that me continuous length of wire was stretched back and forth 
acros s the ring to fbrm the grido However, due to warping of the ring under 
tension.ll the above=mentioned wires became slack as new wires were placed in 
position. To obtain a more uniform tension in the wires of the grid.~~ it 
was convenien t to place a s econd wire on the grid structure as the first 
was remove do 
Wben voltage was applied between the grid and collector electrodes, 
n:e chanical vibrations of t he relatively long grid wires gave rise to large-
arnpli tude low= frequency electrical sj gnals, commonly cal]e d low= 
frequency microphonics.~~ which came out of the ionization chamber along 
with the electrical pulses from the particles. The frequencies of these 
microphonics were largely below 750 cycles per second. They were minimized 
by usmg shock abso rbers to support the ionization chamber.~~ by decreasing 
the noise in tre room.ll and by designing an amplifie r system which had 
lowered response at these frequencies . 
21 Mo So Livingston and H. A. Bethe .11 Revsd Modern Phys. 2, 9 216 (1937). 
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Bunemann et al. 22 studied tm characteristics of a gridded parallel-
plate ionization chamber, such as that used in the present experiment a 
They obtained an equation which gives the condition necessary to insure 
no electrons formed in the grid~source volume were lost to the grid in 
passing through it to the co llect.or o The field ratio is given by 
I +-.lj' (10) :7 ~ = Xgc / Xgs = 
I-- 71..L 
.s 
that 
where I and I are the electric fields in the grid=collector 
region afi<a the gri~~source region 9 respectively; d is the wire diailEter, 
and 5 is the distame between adjacent wires. Bunema.nn» et al. 22 
also calculated an equation which indicated the inefficiency, er- , 
with which the grid shields the collector from the charge in the grid= 
source regiono The equation is 
< 11) r- -;:;:;:;J I 2 rr dgc ln ·_s I 2 ffd, 
where dgc is the distance between the grid and collector electrodes. For 
tm present chamber the values of ~ and -2:: were calculated to be 
6.2 percent and 1.32 9 respectively. 
The gas inside the ionization chamber was continuously purified by 
a method which was used by Jentschke and Frankl 23 and which has been used 
by numerous investigators since that timeo Convection currents which 
were induced by external heating were used to circulate tre gas from the 
ionization chamber through an auxiliary chamber which contained a 
purifier material. 
In the present case the purifier consisted of a c~osed tubular 
chamber which was attached in a vertical position to the endplate of the 
ionization chani:ler housing by means of copper pipes which were 3/8 inch 
inside diameter and approximately 6 inches longo Tre housing of tre 
purifier was machined from stainless steel tubing which had l/8 inch 
wall thickness and 3/ 4 inc h inside diametero The lower end of tre 
purifier chamber was closed off permanently and the top was removeable so 
that the purifier material could be replaced. A teflon gasket was 
used to obtain a seal o . Purifier material was contained in a stainless 
steel basket which was placed inside the purifier housing and which was 
mounted on the top of the purifier chamber by neans of a c],osed stainless 
steel tubeo The stainless steel tube was 3/8 inch outside diameter.l' 
and it passed through the purifier material to the bottom of the basket. 
When the purifier chrurber was assembled~ a thermoilE ter was inserted into 
th9 open end of the supporting tube for the basket and was used to measure 
tre temperature of the purifier material. 
22 Oo Bunemann.l' T. E. Cranshawl> and J. A. Harvey.51 C1ne Jo Research A27.1' 
191 (1949) 0 
23 Wo Jentschke and Fo Prankl.l' Physo z. ~.1' 706 (1939)o 
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The purifier assembly was heated by rre ans of resistance wire which 
was coiled around the purifier housing and which was insulated from the 
housing by a layer of asbestos wrapped on a layer of glass. Several layers 
of asbestos were wrapped around the outside of the reater coil. A water 
jacket was attached to the purifier housing between the heater coil and 
the gasket<> 
Tre ionization chamber was pumped out and filled with gas through 
the sylphon vacuum valve which was shown in the schematic diagram. A 
teflon gasket was used to obtain a vacuum seal between the moveable 
sylphon structure and valveseat. 
For tre case of a parallel plate ionization chamber with no grid, 
hereafter called tre ungridded chamber-» the collection time, t 1 for 
the ionization produced by a particle emitted from the source electrode 
was given by 
( 12) t : dgs I v gs " 
where dgs was the distance between the source and collector electrodes 
and v gs was the electron drift velocity in this region. The electron 
drift velocity in a gas was known to be a function of the kind _ of gas 
and of the ratio X / P " wrere X was tre field strength in volts per 
centimeter in the region of the electrons end P was the pressure of the 
gas in millimeters of rrercury (mm Hg). Rossi and Staub 24 presented a· 
sunnnary of information on electron drift velocities in most of the 
commonly used gases and gas mixtures. However" there were some relatively 
large discrepancies between the results of various expe rtrregters for some 
of the COJ:!IlJOn gases.» particularly argon. Klema-and Allen 2 and Colli and 
Facchini 2o made some more recent rreasurements on argon and nitrogen 
gases and treir mixtures. Colli and Facchini found that the degree of 
purity of the argon played an important role in the magnitude of the 
drift velocity.. Their values for tre drift velocity in argon gas were as 
much as one=third lower than those of Kd.ema end Allen. Tm purification 
system for the present eXperirrent used the same purifying agent as that 
used by Colli and Facchini. 
In the case of a gridded parallel plate ionization chamber, here= 
after called the gridd~ charriJer :~ tre collection tine" tg " for the 
ionization was given by the expression 
(10) tg = l / Vgs -r- dgc I vgc " 
24 B. B. Rossi and H. H. Staub.» Ionization Chambers and Counters 
(McGraw=Hill Book Company, 1949). 
25 E .. D .. Klema and J. s. Allen.» Phys, Rev. 77» 661 (1950)., 
26 L. Colli and u. Facchini, Rev. Sci. Inst!: 23.» 39 (1952). 
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where Vgs and v c are the drift velocities for electrons in· a gas 
at a given pressu~e and in the grid=source and grid=collector fields~ 
respectively' dgc is the grid~collector disttn ce~ and 1 is the 
projection along the electric field of the particle path length. The 
quantity dac was constant for the ionization of each particle; whereas 
1· varied wi ~h the angle of emission of the particle from the source. 
Maximum tg occurred for particles emitted perpendicularly to the source, 
and the minimum was determined by the collimator covering the source. The 
second term of equation (10) was neglected in the calculations when 
dgc was smaller than 1 and Vgc was larger than Vgs o 
Pulses out of the preamplifier were not shaped appreciably and were 
displayed on an oscilloscopeo Collection times for the electrons in the 
ungridded and the gridded chamber were observed from the rise time of 
t~ pulseso In the present experiment the ionization chamber was changed 
from a gridded chamber to the ungridded by electrically connecting the grid 
and collector electrode so Rise times were measured on a synchroscope 
(cathode=ray oscillograph» Du Mont type 303A) which had a calibrated 
sweep~ and the measurements of the collection times for the ungridded 
chamber were accurate to about 20 percente ~asurements for the gridded 
chamber were less accurate~ about 30 percent~ because the rise times 
varied with the angle of emission of the particle from the source and 
were estimated for the average pulse o 
Figo 5 summarizes some of the calculated and observed rise times for 
the gridded and ungridded ionization chamber. In the figure~ 1 is 
the projected length of the alpha particle path length and it was 
calculated for those particles which come out of t~e source at an 
angle of 45 degreeso The drift velocity of electrons~ Vgs , in a given 
gas and in an electric field is a function of X / P o Values of v s 
for argon and nitrogen gases were obtained from the work of Colli an~ 
Facchini 26 , and those for helium and neon gases from a table published 
by Wilkinson o o Although mixtures of arg:m and carbon dioxide gases are 
not shown in the Figo 5 » the pulse rise times were observed to be very 
fast. Mixtures of 3 percent and 1/3 percent carbon dioxide in argon 
gas were studied at pressures ranging from 3 to 1/ 2 atmospheres. The 
mixtures at 1/ 2 atmosphere were observed in a gridded chamber to have 
the longest pulse rise times , which were less than 4 mic roseconds for 
an X / P value of about 1 / 10.. This indicated a relatively high electron 
drift velocity for these mixtureso It was observed that in the same 
gas tnd under the same condi tiona for X / P the rise tines in the 
ungridded chamber were always longer than those of the gridded charnbero 
The observed rise times were l ower tha1 those which were calculated for the 
sane conditions. This was e::q>lained in the following wayo 
p 
... 
GAS HG 
A 425 
A 740 
A 2200 
HE 2200 
N E 840 
N E 1580 
N 2 425 
FIG. 5 
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Xgs v Ql PULSE RISE TIME (JL SEC) 
L VOLT~ Xgs CM PER GRIDDED UNGRIDDED 
CM -eM' ~ J' SEC tg COBS) tg CCALO t COBS) t (CALC) 
4.5 375 .88 .40 10 14 12 20 
250 .59 .37 II 15 13 22 
I 25 .29 .32 14 17 16 25 
63 .15 .28 15 19 20 29 
25 .06 .22 15 23 25 36 
2.4 500 .68 .37 5 9 16 22 
375 .51 .35 6 10 18 23 
250 .34 .33 6 10 21 24 
125 .17 .28 7 12 25 29 
63 .09 .24 9 13 36 33 
25 .03 .18 12 16 44 
.7 625 28 .32 4 6 25 
375 .17 .28 4 7 29 
125 .06 .22 5 7 36 
4.3 500 .23 .54 10 II 10 IS 
375 .17 .47 13 12 12 17 
250 .II .37 17 14 IS 22 
125 .06 .31 22 17 20 26 
75 .03 .2 30 24 40 40 
3.4 113 .13 .37 9 I I 13 22 
75 .09 .34 I I 12 IS 24 
38 .05 .31 13 16 18 26 
1.8 180 .II .37 4 7 14 22 
125 .08 .33 5 7 17 24 
63 .04 .25 6 8 23 32 
4.3 500 1.2 .92 4 6 6 9 
. 250 .59 .71 6 7 9 II 
125 .29 .46 7 10 II 17 
63 .15 .38 8 12 15 21 
OBSERVED AND CALCULATED PULSE RISE TIMES 
FOR GRIDDED AND UNGRIDDED CHAMBERS. 
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A large proportion of the particle path length waJ~ projected in 
the direction parallel to the electric field. In the case of the 
gridded ionization chamber~ the pulse began to rise ae soon as tm first 
electron entered the grid=collector regiono However, the- pulse would not 
be observed to rise until a relatively large amount of charge had 
entered the region and brought the pulse height above t~ noise level. 
Also, the rise of th! pulse did not end until the last electrons, which 
originated near the source electrode 9 were collected. This small rise at 
the end of t~ pulse would not be obsenedG For the ungridded chamber the 
pulse would rise above th! noise relatively rapidly s¥lce the movement of 
all of the charge was effective in producing the initial pulse rise. 
However.P the rise at the end of the pulse would be even slower than 
in the gridded case since the last part of tll! charge was moving thr-ough a 
much weaker electric field. Rise times could be measured more accurately 
for particles th! path length of which was perpendicular to the electric 
fieldo 
Th! rise times for the alpha particles in the var,ious gases appeared 
to be in line with those for pure gases. 
Electronic Equipment 
The value of W for natural alpha particles which were s'U>pped in 
various gases, including the rare gasesj) has been exp~rimentally measured 
by Jesse and Sadauskis 27 o Of the gases used in thiJ experiment, 
purified helium gas had the largest ~value, which was 42.7 <electron 
volts. Energies of the two prqminent alpha groups wh;i.ch are emitted from 
natural urmium were given as 4ol8 and. 4.76 Mevo A 4.18 .Mev alpha particle 
which was stopped in helium gas gave rise U> approximately n.oo,ooo free 
electrons. These electrons were attracted to the ionization chamber 
collecwr plate which had a capacity of 10 micromiqeofarads, including the 
input capacity of the preamplifier. Voltage induced on the input of 
the preamplifier was calculated as roughly 225 microvolts. Since voltage 
pulses of this small magnitude could not be convenie:qtly measured, it was 
necessary to amplify those coming from the ionizatio~ chani>er. Fig. 6 
shows a block diagran of tll! electronic amplifiers and auxiliary equipment 
which were used to produce, amplify.P shapel) and 1:r1alyze the pulses. 
Negative voltage for the source electrode was supplied to the 
ionization chani:ler by a high voltage powex- supplyj) and positive voltage 
for the collector electrode was passed through the input circuit of tll! 
preamplifier and was supplied by batteries. The voltage pulse which carne 
out of the ionization chamber was amplified by means of a preamplifier., 
and a main amplifier which had a limited frequency :Rass-band. Gain of the 
preamplifier and main amplifi$-r system was adjustable so that output 
voltage pulses from the main amplifier were of the order of . 25 volts. 
Alpha pulses stopped in helium gas required the greatest amplification, and 
fission fragments stopped in argon gas required the ,least. 
27 Wo P. Jesse and Jo Sadauskis, Phys. Rev 90, 1120 (1953). 
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Two systems for pulse height analysis were used in the course of 
the experiment. The purpose of each system was to classify voltage 
pulses into pulse height intervals and to make available a set of data 
from which a plot of number of events versus pulse height could be 
made. Each of the systems for pulse height analysis required that 
the voltage pulses from the main amplifier be shaped in the same manner 
and that the shaped signal be applied to it in a push~pull driving 
arrangement. The pulse lengthener circuit was used to give the pulses 
a shape which was suitable for accurate pulse height analysis, and 
the intensifier circuit was used in conjunction with the two pulse 
height analysis systems. Following the pulse lengthener circuit a push-
pull amplifier was used to further amplify the signal and to drive the 
pulse height analyzers. A more detailed discussion will now be made 
concerriing the electronic equipment. 
The negative high voltage supply for the source electrode consisted 
of a conventional radio-frequency regulated power supply which was 
variable from 200 to 5500 volts. Variation of the voltage aver this wide 
range was accomplished by making the total voltage variable over a range of 
about 25 percent and then dividin'g the voltage across a string of 
resistors. Positive voltage for the collector electrode was obtained from 
four 300-volt batteries along with a set of batteries whose total 
voltage was 150 volts. Collector voltage was variable in steps 
of 150 volts. 
Fig. 7 shows a circuit diagram of the preamplifier. It consisted 
of three tubes in a feedback loop of three isolated by a cathode follower 
which was used to feed the signals through a 30 foot coaxial cable to 
the main amplifier. The cathode resistor of the cathode follower was 
located at the input of the m.:tin amplifier. 'Direct current filament power 
of 6 volts was supplied to th~· preamplifier from a selenium rectifier 
power supply, arrl a conventional ·full-wave rectifier circuit provided the 
plate voltage which was regul~ted by a 150 vol~ gaseous regulator tube. 
A parallel-T rejection filt~r was located between the feedback loop and 
the cathode-follower and was centered at 100 cycles per second. This 
filter was one of four filters which were used to decrease the low 
frequency response of the ·amplifier system. Half-power points in the 
frequency response curve of the preamplifier were located at 500 and 
500,000 cycles per second which corresponded to a clipping time of 
358 microseconds and a rise time of 7/10 microseconds, respectively. 
Gain of the preamplifier was 75 at a frequency of 10,000 cycles per 
second. 
When there was no voltage between electrodes of th~ ionization 
chamber, the noise at the output of the main amplifier was almost 
exclusively that arising from the first tube of the pre~plifier. By 
exercising care in selecting the first tube of the pre~lifier, a lowered 
noise level was obtained. The equivalent noise level of the first tube 
of the preamplifier was measured by observing the root mean square 
voltage of the noise level coming out of the main amplifier and dividing 
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this by the gain of the amplifiers. Root mean square voltage was 
observed to be about 1 volt for an amplifier gain of 3. 75 times ten to 
the fifth power. This information gave an equivalent noise level in the first 
tube of the preamplifier of approximately 3 microvoltso 
Since the rise times of pulses which originated in the ionization 
chamber were a funtion of the angle of emission of particles from the . 
source, it was important that varying rise times did not result in varying 
pulse height of the amplified pulseso Tw m!thods for making the pulse 
height of amplified voltage pulses relatively ~dependent of the rise 
time of the pulse were discussed by Wilkinson • Both methods were 
discussed in terms of the clipping and rise times of the anplification 
system. First9 the rise time of the amplifier was made short compared 
'00 the - pulse rise tim! and the clipping time of the amplifier was .ll'lade very 
long (approximately 50 tms) compared to the slowest rise time of the 
pulses; and9 second9 the clipping and rise times of the amplifier 
were made equal l!lld at least twice as long as the slowest rise time of the 
pulses. 
The first methodJ·was rejected because the pulse rise times out of 
the ionization chamb~r were greater than 10 microseconds, a1 d this long 
pulse rise time would requir~ that the clipping time of the amplifier be 
rel~tively long ( several hundred microseconds). An amplifier with 
such a clipping time would have good response to low frequencies which 
arise from the microphonics generated by the long grid wireso The second 
method was adopted9 and Fig. 8 shows a schematic diagram of the main 
amplifier which was designed '00 satisfy the conditions of the experiment. 
The main amplifier consi~Sted essentially of t-wo feedback loops of 
three tubes with a cathod! follo-wer output. Tubes T-1,2,3 formed the 
first loop which was a conventional feedback amplifier . hAving a gain of 
approximately 50. Tubes T=4~596 formed the secon?- .ioop/l.fhich had· a 
naiTOw frequency pass=band and a peak g«i.n of abo.ut '100'.· Three filter 
units were incorporated into the main amplifier. Fi·rst, a parallel-T 
rejection filter which was centered at 8 kilocjrcles per second was placed 
in the feedback path of the second loop of three to provide a narrow 
frequency pass=bando Secondg a parallel=T rejection filter which was 
centered at 60 cycyles per second was placed between the second loop 
of three and th~ output cathode follower to further reduce the low 
frequency gain of the amplifier system. Third9 a bridged-T rejection 
filter which was centered at 715 . cycles per second was placed at the 
input of the main amplifier to remove a troublesolll4J microphonic of this 
frequency which came from the ionization chamber. Another parallel-T 
rejection filter which was centered at 2$ cycJe s per second was located 
between the main 8lllplifier ~d the p)llse ·shaping c~rcuit which followed 
and was used to further lower the low frequency response of the amplifier 
system. The · frequency response curve for the main amplifier showed lower and 
upper half power frequencies at , 5400 and 10,300 cycles per second. These 
frequencies corresponded to a rise time and a clipping ti. rre of about 
30 microseconds. 
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The frequency response for the electronic sys tern through the filter 
at the output of the main amplifier is shown in Figo 9 o This curve was 
obtained by feeding signals of .consta1t magnituae from a variable 1 frequency 
oscillator (Hewlitt Packard Model 650A) to the source electrode of 
the ionization chamber. Capacitive coupling betwee:p. the source and the 
collector electrodes placed a signal en the grid of the first tube of the 
preamplifiero The output voltage as a function of .t'requen:c·y was read on 
a vacuum tube voltneter (Simpson Morel 266) attached to the output o:t 
the filter. T~ rise tine and clipping time of the amplifier- system •re 
calculated approximately from the half=power frequencies obtained from the 
frequency response curve of the systemo From the volt age plot of the 
frequency response curve of the present system)) it was indicated that 
the rise tine and the clipping tine were approximately the same am 
equal to about 30 microseconds. Experimentally the rise tine and 
clipping tines were observed to be approximately the same and equal to 
about 35 microsecondso This pulse was fed into a pulse lengthener and 
intensifier circuit. which shaped the pulse f6r a~curate analysis of 
pulse height by the pulse analyzer systenu; o 
To simplify the pulse height analysis j) which will be described in a 
later section» the pulse lengthener and intensifier circuit was used to 
provide a· flat=topped pulse and a del8iVed intensifier pulseo The schematic 
diagram of the circuit is shown in Figo 10» and its functions can be 
discussed in three partso First~ tubes T=l.ll2»3»4 constituted a peak read-
ing voltneter which employed two paralleled cathode=followers to charge a 
storage condenser through a diode and which had a cathode-follower output. 
Second» tubes T=5.~~6ll 7,8,9.1ll0 were used to apply a discharge pulse to the 
storage condenser approximately 135 microseconds after the beginning of 
t~ incoming pulseo Thus,~~ the rise time of the puls~ coming out of. the 
pulse lengthener was the same as that of the incoming pulse from the main 
amplifier o However ~ after following the incoming pulse up to its ma:x:Lmwn 
height, the pulse out of the pulse lengthener remain~d at the maximum 
height for about 100 micros~conds md then dropped sharply .to roughly 
. zeroo This produced a flat=topped pulse whose amplitude was proportional 
to that of the incoming pulse. Third.9 tubes T=5a6.1l7 .~~11,12»13 provided a 
positive intensifier pulse which was 6o volts in magnitude» 5 micro-
seconds wide.11 and delayed by 45 microseconds from the beginning of t~ 
incaning pulse. A bias control in the Schmitt trigger circuit formed by 
tubes T=5ll6 was used to discriminate against tre no:lse level and to start 
the delay functions as soon as the incoming pulse was above the noise 
level. The pulse from the pulse lengthener was conducted to a push-
pull amplifier which was used to drive the pulse analyzer systems. 
Fig. 11 is a schematic diagram of the push=pull amplifier, which was 
a Los Alamos Model 1000 amplifier that was biased asymmetrically to provide 
a maximum unsaturated push=pull swing of about 450 volts for positive 
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input pulses. Each side of the amplifier had a voltage gain of 
approximately seven~ and the frequency response curves showed half-power 
frequencies of 100-- and 500,000 cycles per second corresponding to a 
clipping time and a rise tine of about 1500 md 7/10 microseconds, 
respectively. 
Pulses from the push-pull amplifier were applied w the two chmnel 
analy-zer systems. One of these systems made use of a dual beam 
cathode-ray tube and Fig. 12 shows a schematic diagran of the oscillograph 
circuito ~ pulses from t.re push-Pull amplifier were applied to the 
deflecwr plates of-one of the beams. The other beam was not deflected 
by the pulses and was used as a reference pointo For testing purposes, 
the tube was used with a driven s-weep which was provided by a Model 260 
Los Alamos sweep circuit. 
Since fission fragment ionizations were as much as 20 times larger 
thm those of alpha particles which were emitted by natural uranium, it was 
necessary to increase the gain of the amplifiers by approximately 20 
times when passing from a fission to an alpha particle analysis. An 
accurate neasureDEnt of the chm ge in amplifier gain was imp3rative w 
obta:in accurate results for the ratio of fission to alpha particle 
ionizations. Fig. 13 shows a schematic diagram of the circuit which was 
used w calibrate the gain of the amplifier. -A Western Electric Rela;y-
Tube 275B was placed in the cathode branch of a multivibrator circuit which 
was set for a frequency of approximately 8 cycles per second. A direct 
current negative voltage supply was placed in series with the contacts of 
the relay tube and with a condenser. As the relay contacts were closed, the 
.05 microfarad condenser was charged rapidly to the ·supply voltage and 
a negative pulse was obtained on the voltage divider across the condenser. 
The relay contacts closed for one=half' cycle and then opened for one-
half cycle. However, when the relay opened.11 the condenser discharged rela-
tively slowly through a 500 microsecond time constant, and no positive 
pulse was observed. The voltage divider consisted of a prec:i sion 
10,000 ohm resistance in series with a 10»000 ohm decade box which was 
shunted to 215.5 ohms. The decade box (General Radio Corporation GR 
510F accuracy 1/10 percent) was found to have a good frequency response 
curve, 
For alpha calibrations it was necessary to use supply voltages rang-
ing from 3 to 5 volts_p whereas voltages !:rom 60 to 100 volts were 
applied to the relay during fission calibrations. A voltage divider was 
placed across the variable voltage supply and a potentioneter was used to 
monitor the magnitude of the voltages to about .02 percent. 
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In the calibration procedure a standard length of coaxial cable 
was used to conduct the calibration pulses from the calibrator to the 
source electrode of the ionization chamber. By placing tre calibrator 
pulses on the source e le ctrode tre amplification of all the electronic 
equipment was determined. Tb3 decade box was set on the highest position 
and the variable supply voltage was increased until the signal into the 
channel analyzer was larger t han the particle pulses which were being 
calibrated. This voltage was then monitored using the potentiollEter, 
tnd c alibration pulses in ten equal steps across the channel analyzer 
were available by changing the sliding ccn tact of the decade box. 
The calibrator was checked for possible variation in the height of 
~a.libration pulses as a function of tre supply voltage. This check was 
accomplisre d by setting the decade box at its maximum valYe and tre 
supply voltage at a relatively low value. Tren by decreasing the decade 
box in steps and increasing the supply voltage an equal amount~ as 
determined by the potentiollEter~ the calibrator pulse height was observed 
to r emain constm t within the observational error of 1/10 percent over tl'E 
supply voltage range from 1 to 100 volts. 
Three different relay tubes were tested arrl no chm ge in calibration 
pulse output was detected outside tre experirrenta.l error of 1/10 percent. 
Pulse Height .Analysis 
The magnitudes of tre oost probable ionizations for tre fission 
fragments and for the alpha particles were obtamed from distribution 
curves in which number of particles versus ionization were plotted. 
Accurate location of the ionization peaks required that many points be 
obtained on the sides of each peak. Unrer tre best conditions for produc-
ing neutrons in this laboratory the fission rate $ as observed from the 
ionization chamber~ averaged abou t one per second. The large nu.rilber of 
points which we:re necessary to form :an ionization distribution curve and 
the slow rat e of fission events ruled out the use of a single channel 
differential channel analyzer in taking data. It was highly desirable that 
the ionization of each fission particle t hat was stopped 
in the gas between the ionization chanber pl ates should be classified and 
used to form the ionizati on distribution curve . For this reason ccnsider-
able time and effort were used in working with multiple channel analyzer 
systems . 
As t hey became available~ two multiple channel analyzer systems were used 
in tm present work. First and foremost~ all available data were 
r ecorded on film and later analyzed using a photoe l ectric scanning 
instrument . Second~ a portion of tm available data were electronically 
classified in pulse height intervals and registered directly en a set of 
mechanical counters.. The firs t system will hereafter be referred to as 
the photoelectric channel analyzer$ and the second will be called the 
electroni c channel analyzer. 
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The photoelectrlc charnel malyzer was built by the Synchrotron 
Group of 8the Institute_ for Atomic Research and has been described in a 
report 2 • In this method the pulses from the push=pull amplifier were 
displayed on an oscillograph tube in a special mmner so that the pulse 
showed up as a round d:>t of light. The height a: tre dot above the base~ 
line of the oscillograph beam was made directly proportional to the 
ionization which was collected by the collector plate of the ionization 
chamber.. The face of the oscillograph tube was photographed on a 
continuously moving film using a Du Mont Fairchild Oscillograph Record 
c amera. Linograph ortho film was used.11 and the film was moved in a direction 
which was paralle l to the baseline of the oscillograph beamo 
The action of the pulse lengthener and intensifier circuit was 
described previously.ll and tre role of the flat=.topped pulses and the 
intensifier pulse in tre formation of the dots will now be developed. 
Normally tre beam of the oscillograph tube was biased to the cut=off point, 
and the oscillograph was used with a driven sweep 9 or as a synchroscope. 
When an ionizing event took place in the ionization chamber.ll a flat= 
topped pulse .1) which had a rise tine of about 3.5 microseconds and a flat=. 
top for 100 microseconds~ was displayed on the osci.llograph screen.11 
assuming that the beam was turned on by an intensifier pulse which lasted 
for the duration of the fiat=topped pulse. However !> if the delayed 
intensifier pulse from tb3 pulse lengthener and intensifier circuit was 
applied to turn on the synchroscope beam for .5 microseconds after a 4.5 
micz;osecond delay, one observed only a .5 microseccnd length of the 
f'lat=top of the pulseo Upon removal of the sweep voltage from the 
oscillograph tube.ll the pulse showed up on the screen as a dot which had a 
dur~tion of .5 microseconds. Tb3 dot was above the baseline by tb3 height 
of tre pulse.~> and it was located directly above the zero signal position 
of the oscillograph beamo Alpha particle pulses!) fission fragment pulses, 
and alpha and fission calibration :pulses were recorded on film as dots. 
The oscilloscope screen was photograpb3d with the camera lens set 
at f's2 and film drive speeds were varied to compensate -for the frequency 
a1d the scattering of the pulses which were plnotograpb3do Alpha pulses 
came at the rate of about 20 per second <md ·Jibs pulse heights were 
concentrated in tw relatively narrow peaks. A film drive speed of about 
3.5 inches per minute was used far alphas. In contrast.11 the fission pulses 
came at the rate of about one per second and were spread over tw:> 
relatively broad peaks so that a film drive speed of about 2 inches 
per minute was satisfactoryo Calibration pulses for both the alpha particles 
and tll3 fission fragments came at the rate of about eight pulses per second 
However~ the amplifier noise level at the higher gain position which was 
necessary to observe alpha particles was larger than that for fission 
f'ragnents so that the alpha calibration pulses were scattered over a wider 
range., For this reason the film drive speed for the alpha calibration pulses 
and the fission calibration pulses were different and were taken as 12 and 
18 inches per minute» resp:lctively. 
28 D. J., Zaffarano ~ F. I. Boley!> and W. A., Hunt 9 U., S .. Atomic Energy 
Commission9 Report ISC = 253 (19.52) . 
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Linograph ort.ho film was o btai.ned in d~ligbt. loading 100 foot 
rolls 51 and by loading the catnera in a dark-room there were about 8 
extra feet that were usable o A typical alpha~icnization distribution of 
10»000 events was recorded on 25 feet of fH.m and the alpha calibration 
distribution required about 10 feet. For a fission ionization 
distribution of 20 » 000 events it was usual to use about 35 feet of film, 
and the fission calibration distribution was recorded on about 15 feet • 
. A complete set of data fer an alpha and a fission ionization distribution 
ware recorded on one 100 foot roll of film, and the completed :run consisted 
of an alpha distribution 51 alpha calibration» fission calibration» fission 
distribution» md a second fission calibration. 
The film was processed in a Smith Film ~velopnent Outfit Model 
135=100» and Eastman Kodak Developer D-19 was used. 
The multiple channel analysis of the dots which were recorded on the 
film was pe:rfonned by a photoelectric scanning device which is shown in 
the schematic diagram of Figo 14. A source of light was collimated by m 
optical system so that a pin=point of light was focused on the plane of the 
filmo In the :horizontal plane and on the opposite side of the film from 
the light source» there was a seoond lens system which focused the illum-
inated portion of the film on a photomultiplier tubeo The film was held 
in a film guide which was perpendicular to the light beam9 and a horizontal 
trmsport mechanism was used to draw the film through the guide in either 
direction at a oonstan t rate o Thus» as the film was drawn through the film 
guide!> each dot which interrupted the light beam sufficiently would produce 
a pulse in the output of the photomultiplier tubeo Associated electronic 
circuits were used to discriminate against partial interrupticns of the 
light beam md to count tha larger interruptionso 
The light :source» the optical systems.~> md the photomultiplier tube 
were mounted on an arm which could be r·aised and lowered wi. th respect to the 
film guide.. Movement of the film through the film guide from one end to 
the other enabled the analyzer to record the number of rots which were 
located in a pulse height interval o 
The photoelectric scarming operation was completely automatic in that 
the film transport mechanism reversed itself at the end of the film and 
at the same time actuated machmisms which recorded the number of counts, 
cleared the counter l> and raised or lowered the arm to scan the adjacent 
channel. 
The channel width of the photoelectric scanner was controlled by 
the ap:Jrture of the photomultiplier tube and by the magnification of the 
optical system.ll and it was made to be about ooo6 incho The diameter of the 
dots on the film was measured to be about o006 inch also. It was observed 
that the dimensions of the images on the negative film were :reduced from the 
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FIG. 14. PHOTOELECTRIC SCANNING DEVICE 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 - Mechanism for changing channels 
7 - Light source 
8 - First optical system 
9 - Film guide 
10 - Second optical system 
11 - Light shield 
12 - Photomultiplier tube 
13 - Axis of the moveable arm 
14 - Moveable arm 
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actual size by a factor of six. When t he baseline of the oscillograph 
beam was set at one edge of the tube and til:! pulses were restricted to the 
3 inch diamater area in the center of the oscillograph screen» the dots 
covered about a 1/2 i nch width on the film. Since each channel of the 
photoelectric analyzer was about oOo6 inch in width» there were roughly 
85 channels to cover this r ange of pulse heights. 
In practi ce» the operation of til:! photoelectric channel analyzer was 
carefully checked before each use by observing large numbers of 
consecutive rum over the sane chazmel of a distribution. Further, all film 
was analyzed at least twice and the results were averaged. 
Typical distribution curves which were obtained by use of the 
photoelectric channel analyzer are shown in Figs. 37=42 in the section on 
results o The alpha and the fission distributions were covered by about 
25 and 65 channels» res}:ectively. 
The electronic channel analyzer made use of the beam~deflection 
technique which has been discussed in the literature 29 • Special 
cathode=ray tubes (Du Mont Kll59) which had ten collector electrodes mounted 
in a line across the end. of the tube were obtained. A twenty channel 
analyzer was construc ted using two of these tubes as the discriminating 
elements in the pulse height selection. The pulse lengthener and intensifier 
circuit which was used with the photoelectric channel analyzer also 
satisfied the requirement s of the electronic channel analyzer now under 
discussion o 
The flat=topped pulse from the pulse lengthener circuit was applied 
to the deflection plates of the special cathode=ray tube by the push-pull 
amplifier, and it deflected t he normally biased=off beam to a collector 
electrode which corresponded to tm pulse amplitude. During the flat= 
topped portion of the pulse» tre beam was turned on by the delayed 
intensifier pulse» and a quantity of charge was deposited on the electrodee 
The signal i mparted to t his electrode then caused a count to be 
registered in that channel. 
Eac h charme l in the analyzer was about 4o5 volts in width. Thus.P 
if the total bias voltage on tre deflection plates o£ the cathode=ray 
tube was of the order of 300 volts » a chmge of one channel on t he 
analyzer corresponded to about a 1.5 percent change in the pulse height. 
By manipulation of tba bias voltages on the deflection plates of the t wo 
tubesD the two sets of ten chazmels were located side by side so that 20 
channels were spre ad across a r ange of pulse height. 
The ele ct:ronic channel analyzer was used almost exclusively to 
obtain the position of the alpha ionization peaks as a function of the 
voltages which were applied to t he ionization chamber. For this type of 
study the electronic analyzer had a great advantage over the photo= 
electric channel analyzer because the position of the alpha ionization 
peak was determined almost iJ:Illlediately after recording a distribution. 
Suitable adjustment~ were then made in the chamber voltages and the position 
29 A. B. Van Rennes.ll Nucleonics 101 32 (1952). 
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of the peak was checked agaln. For a total bias voltage of about 
300 volts the width of one of the alpha ionization peaks was of such 
magnitude that it was wellL-covered by ten channels. Under these 
condi. tiona a change in the alpha peak posi tiona of about 2/10 percent 
was detected. 
The electronic channel analyzer was not used for determining the 
fission ionization distributions because 20 channels distributed over the 
fission peaks would not g1. ve a sufficient number of points to draw the 
curve accurately. The fission ionization distribution curve could have 
been ob tal.. ned by making two fission runs and setting the 20 channels 
across one peak and then the otb:lr. However» disadvantages of this 
procedure would be as followss the Kevatron would run for 16 hours 
instead of 8 and gilfe more than twice as much trouble~ personnel would 
be exposed to neutron nux for twice as long~ stability of the amplifiers 
wculd have to be maintained for the extra period~ and in spite of this 
extended operational period» there would not be as many points on the 
ionization distribution curve as were obtained from the photoelectric 
channel analyzer for an 8 hour runo 
From the stmdpoint of the present. experiment» the advantages and 
disadvantages of the two mu.ltiple channel analyzer systems will be 
summarized. The ele ctroni~ analyzer had the advantage of presenting the 
:results for immediate observation» and this was almost indispensable 
in tre study of the icnization chanber characteristics using alpha 
particles which were stopped in various gases. On 'bhe other hand» the 
photoelectric analyzer was very useful in obtaining fission ionization 
distributions because of the large nurri::ler of channels which were spread 
over the whole distribution and because the data for the distribution 
were permanently recorded. D:j..sadvantages of the electronic analyzer 
were the fewer channels available and tre inability to check the channel 
analysis without making a complete new run. Disadvantages of the 
photoelectric analyzer were the relatively long time between the data 
procurement and the channel aq,alysis and the additional amount of work 
which was necessary to obtain a final analysis. 
Kevatron 
The Kevatron is ~ 300 kilovolt linear accelerator which was 
used to produce a large source of neutron~o Neutrons were generated by 
accelerati. ng deuterons in the form of atomic and molecular ions down an 
evacuated accelerator tube to imping~. on. a rre tal target. Originally .9 
zirconium metal was used to absorb deuterium gas and the impregnated 
zirconium metal was bombarded with the deuteron beall). to produce neutrons 
by the reaction D(D » n)HeJ o However ~ it later became apparent that for 
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a 2 milliampere beam of about 90 percent molecular ions the 
strength of the neutron source was relatively independent of the type 
of target which was bombarded. Since tba neutron reaction has been 
observed to take place at voltages as low as 60 kilovolts, the molecular 
ions!J which have one=half the energy of the atomic ions, also make a 
contlibution to the neutron flux. Targets of copper, brass, iron, and 
platinum appeared to produce as many neutrons as the impregnated zirconium. 
The independence of the target material with respect to neutron 
production was explained on the basis that the surface layer of the metal 
target absorbed and/or adsorbed part of the deuteron beam which struck it. 
An equilibrium condiuon for the me t al targets was set up in a matter 
of a few hours of bomba.rdnen t . 
The magnitude of the neutron source appeared to increase directly 
with the deuteron beam current9 and an average beam of about 2o5 
milliamperes was used. The neutron source was measured to be somewhat 
larger than ten to t.h:l eighth power neutrons per second for the 
whole solid angle. When the ionization chanber was in place near the 
target of the accelerator» a fission rate of about 60 events per minute 
was observed in the chamber o 
TECHNIQUES 
In the course of the experinent a number of special techniq'!les were 
used!J and they will be described i n the following under the topics of main 
amplifier!) source preparati. on» gas purification)~ determination of saturation 
curves!) and determination of ionization distnbution peaks. 
Main Amplifier 
When the rise time of the amplifier was consid:lrabl y longer than 
the maximum rise tine of the incoming pulse s~ the magnitude of the 
amplified pulse was relatively independent of the changes in rise time of 
incoming pulses. Previously the characteristics of the main amplifier, 
which had a rise time equal to tll:! clipping time and had both equal 
to 35 !Jicro~ecpnds~ were described in the section on electronic equip-
ment. This narrow pass=band resulted in a large reduction in the noise 
1.evel of the main anplifier» and the signal to noise ratio was thereby 
increased. Further» the long rise tine characteristic of the amplifier 
enabled ionization which was moved through weaker electric fields, such 
as that in the collimator holes, to contribute to the pulse. 
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Source Preparation by Spraying 
The source of alpha particles and fission fragments was a thin 
film of natural urmium which was coated on the surface of a 5 inch 
dianeter source plateo Because the source of neutrons was limited to 
about ten to the eighth power per second~ the source plate was made as 
large as was practical so that a relatively large quantity of 
urmium was available for fissiono It was essential that the uranium film 
be thin enough that a fission fragnent which energed from the film at 
the maximum angle allowed by the collimator lost only a small fraction 
of its energy within the film. In order that the maximum quantity of uranium 
be coated on the source plate without exceeding a predetermined surface 
density it was desirable that the thin film be as uniform as possible 
over the five inch diametero Further» it was desirable that the source= 
making procedure be as quick and simple as possible.ll that tbere be little 
or no foreign material in the film» and that the thickness of the 
urmium film deposited should be predictable within about 10 percent. 
A summary of ~sne of the nethods of making thin films is available 
in the literature J o The methods which have been used mst are the 
painting.~> dipping9 vacuum evaporation 9 and electrodeposition. These 
nethods were adequate for producing sources of small dimensions» but 
in each case it was difficult to obtain a uniform film over a large 
areao 
A spray method for the production of thin uranium films which 
satisfied all of the conditions listed in the first par a graph wa.s 
developedo It consisted essentially of dispersing a liquid uranium 
solution into a fine fog.ll conducting the fog into a closed container ,I) and 
allowing the fog to settle out and coat a film on a source plate in the 
bottom of the closed container. A schematic diagram of the spraying 
apparatus is shown in Fig. 15. 
A solution of 5 gra.Il5 of uranyl nitrate in 20 grams of ethyl 
alcohol was dispersed into a fine fog by a De Vilbiss #1/JJ Nebulizer. 
The fog was conducted into the top region of a closed vertical cylinder 
which had a dianeter of 8 inches and a length of about 2o5 feet. 
The source plate was located at the bottom of the cylinder. As the fog 
filled the cylinder and settled downward on the source plate.s> tre 
uranium film was slowly fornedo The thickness of the film deposited was 
a function of the spraying tine, the ccncentration of the solution, the 
air pressure applied to the nebulizer» and the length of time the 
source plate was left in the fog after the spraying was stoppedo A 
source thickness of about 60 micrograms of uranyl nitrate per square 
30 A. c. Graves and D. K. Froman» Miscellareous Physical ~ Chemical 
Techniques of the Los Alamos Project (McGraw~Hill Book Company.ll 1952). 
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centineter9 as determined by alpha count in m ionization chamber, was 
obtained for a spraying time of 40 minutes, air pressure of about 
2 centimeters of mercury, and a lay=over period of about 20 minutes 
after stopping the spray. 
Uniformity of the urmium films deposited on a. 5 i;tnch diameter 
source plate was checked by counting alpha particles with an ionization 
chamber and by means of a radioautograph. An icnization chamber was used 
to count alphas from one inch diameter sections of the source plate. _ j 
A radioautograph was made by laying a nuclear emuls~on directly on top 
of tre source plate. The processed radioautograph was studied under a 
microscope» and tl'E alpha particles were counted for about one hundred 
fields of view. It was concluded that the films -were uniform to at 
least 2 percent and 10 percent on a macroscopic and microscopic scale, 
respectively. 
Before usirtg the source plate which was coated by a film of 
uranyl nitrate» it was mated to about 300 degrees centigrade in air 
to change the uranyl nitrate to uranium oxide. 
Gas Purification 
In working with ionization chambers which employ electron collection 
the importance of using very pure gases~ or at least of knowing the kind 
and degree of impurity» to obtain consistent and accurate results cannot 
be over=estimated. Several investigators 24=26 obtained different results 
in their measurements of the drift velocity of electrons in argon gas 
as a function of X/ P 11 where X and P are the electric field in 
volts per centimeter and ~as pressure in millimeters of merbury, 
respectively. Vilkins:>n indicated that contaminations of oxygen md water 
vapor in counting gases, such as the noble gases» hydrogen~ nitrogen, 
etc.» could have either large or small effects upon tre degree of electron 
collection. The eff~cts vary with counting conditions such as the value 
and the type of counting gas. In the present work a continuous 
purification method was used to increase the purity of the counting gases. 
CoiiliOOn impurities of the inert gases which were commercially 
available were nitrogen» oxygen, hydrorni and water vapor. In considera-
tion of t~g w:>rk of Ruff and Hartman 3 Sl and more recently Colli and 
Facchini Sl an alloy of calcium and magnesium netals was used as the 
purifying agent for the noble gases • Colli and Facchini examined tre 
characteristics of a calciUill=magnesium alloy which was composed of 10 
percent magnesium and which was heated in the presence of some of the 
common impurity gases. They demonstrated that the alloy at a temperature 
of about 450 degrees centigrade combines I'l!latively rapidly with the 
impurity gases listed above. 
3l 0. Ruff and H. Hartman.~~ z. Anorg Allgem Chern. 12l l> 167 (1922). 
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On the phase diagram of calcium-magm sium alloys it was observed 
that the eutectic temperature occurred at 445 degrees centigrade. 
At the eutectic temperature for an alloy of 10 percent magnesium 
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metal in calcium metal,p the phase diagram indicated that the liquid-solid 
phase consisted of about 60 and 40 percent solid and liquid, 
respectivelyo At 550 degrees centigrade t~ liquid-solid phase 
consisted of about 45 and 55 percent solid and liquid, resp;cti vely. 
The phase diagram showed the alloy to be completely in the liquid phase at 
about 700 degrees centigrade o It appeared evident that the alloy 
combined well with impurity gases when its temp;rature was at or above 
its eutectic temp;rature. Since there was a liquid phase present, it 
was probable that t~ surfaces of the alloy were in a process of 
continuous regeneration. 
Calcium=magnesium alloy which was used in this experiment was obtained 
from the Metallurgy Group of the Ames Laboratory of the Atomic Energy 
Commissiono The two rretals were doubly distilled and the alloy was made 
in m argon atmosphere. Turnings of the alloy were placed in an argon 
atmosphere as t~y were. machined in a lathe. After placing the turnings 
in the purifier chamber, they were outgassed at approximately 550 
degrees centigrade at a pressure of about .04 microns for two days. The 
purifier temperature was then lowered to 475 degrees centigrade and 
the inert gas was admitted to the ionization chamber. 
Using calcium~magnesium allQ2 from the same source as that used in 
this experiment~ Svec and Gibbs .:S have confirmed the rapid absorption 
of nitrogen and oxygen at temperatures above 450 degrees centigrade. 
Exanination of the alloy after prolonged use in the stainless steel 
purifier assembly showed that the turnings "Which were adjacent to the 
stainless steel surfaces had wet and adhered to the container. 
Although the individual turnings of the alloy had not changed shape very 
much» those in the high temperature region were welded together into one 
large mass. 
Considerable difficulty was encountered in t~ design of the 
purifier chamber» particularly those parts "Which were exposed to the 
hot calcium=m,agnesium alloy. At temperatures of approximately 450 
degrees centigrade, it was observed that the alloy reacted with brass 
md with silver~soldered joints, but not with stm.nless stee 1. For this 
reason the purifier chanber was constructed from stainless steel in such 
a manner that no silver-soldered joints were exposed to the hot alloy. 
32 H. J. SVec and D. s. Gibbs (Private Communication in June, 1953). 
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Purification of nitrogen and hydrogen gases was not done with the 
calcium-magnesium alloy because of the s.bsorption of the gases themselves. 
Hydrogen gas was purified by running the purifier at about 500 degrees 
centigrade and adding hydrogen gas until the alloy stopped absorbing it. 
It was assumed that the alloy was changed to a hydride» and the hydride 
was then used as the purifying agent. Large quanti ties of hydrogen were 
absorbed in converti. ng the metw to the hydrides. Following the use of 
hydrogen as a counting gas, nitrogen was purified with the hydrogen-
converted alloy which was h!ld at a temperature of about 300 degrees 
centigrade. A mass spectrometer analysis of the nitrogen gas» which had 
been purified~ shololed that no impurities were present within the 
experimental error of 1/100 percent. Also several mass spectro!IK!ter 
analyses of purified argon gas revealed no impurities were present. 
' 
Ietermination of Saturation Curv&s 
In a gridded parallel=plate ionization chamber employin~ electron 
collection» the effects which interplay 'to determine the pulse height 
are as followss capture of electrons by the grid wires» multiplication of 
e Je ctrons about the grid wires» drift velocity of ~he electrons» and 
electron attach!IK!nt md recombination. Wilkinson discussed each of 
these effects as applied to ionization chambers» proportional counters» and 
Geiger counters. Fig. 16 is a schematic diagran of an ionization chamber, 
and it indicates some of the quantities which will be used in this 
discussion. 
The ratio of fields which was necessary for complete collection of 
electro m ljas easily achieved in the present ionization chamber. 
Wilkinson b mentioned that multiplication of electrons in parallel=plate 
ionization chanbers was not likely to arise since I / P equal to one 
was not usually exceeded. However~ for a gridded parallel=plate 
ionization chani:>er » the value of X / P cat become quite large around the 
grid wires. In this experinent» electron multiplication was definitely 
present for purified argm gas, snd it probably took place around th! grid 
wires wh!re Xg© and Igs were mooh stronger. 
Drift velocities of electrons in various gases were available in 
th! literature 24=26 • With a decrease in Xgs and X the drift 
velocity decreased and the pulse rise time i ncreased. ~n the rise time 
of the pulse becane about one=half as lorg as th! rise time of th! 
amplifier, tlzlre was a pulse height decrease which was due to the 
amplifier characteristics. 
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Saturation for alpha particles or fission fragments was taken to 
mean that all the electrons which were created in th! stopping of the 
particle in the gas were removed from th! gas without electron 
attachment or recombination. Experimentally, saturation for a gi. ven 
particle in a gas was shown by saturation curves in which the pulse 
height was obtained as a function of the source field, Xgs e "When the 
pulse height remained c:onstsnt for further increase in tne field, it was 
assul'll'd that. the effects of ele ctron attachment and recombination .;wet-e 
eliminated fo r that particle~ or at least were constant . 
In an ungridded parallel=plate ionization cha:nber a decrease of 
pulse height with decrease of Xgs was due to either the increase of 
e l e ctron attachment Sld recombination or the increase in the rise time 
of the pulses» or both . The presence of a third electrode in the gridded 
parallel=plate ionization chamber de creased th! pulse rise time effect but 
introduced the additional effects of c apture of ele ctrons by the grid 
wires and multiplication of electrons about the grid wires. When 
multiplication of ele ctrons about til! grid wires was present, it was 
found~ in general, to be a function of the higher field, Xgc• Since 
saturation curves were taken with constant Xgc' th~ shapes of the 
saturation curves were not visibly affected by the multiplication. 
For a given saturation curve th! capture of electrons by the grid wires 
was eliminated by choosing Xgc large enough, compared to th! largest 
Xgs» so that the ratio of fields was not lower than x ~ m1 the 
:nu.nimum ratio of fields f or complete electron collection in a gas x. The 
variation of x & m between gases will be discussed later. 
Providing the effec ts of multiplication and ratio of fields were 
eliminated or h!ld constant , a decrease in pulse height with decreasing 
of the source field was due to either t he onset of electron attachment 
and recombi na.ti.on or the rise time increase» or both. In th! gases which 
were used» relative l y flat sa.turation curves were obtained at voltages 
which were wi thin the limits of t he breakdown voltages. 
Saturation curve s for alpha .particles in the various gases were 
obtained through the use of the e l ectronic channel analyzer. Ten 
channels of the analyzer wer e spr ead over the upper peak of the ur31iwn 
alpha parti cle distribution. The half=width of the alpha peak on til! 
channel analyze r was about five channels. In the determin~ion of the 
pulse height of the alpha particle, the channel anfl).yzer was operated 
until there we r e about 600 counts :in the most probable channel.. 
A median was calculated for each distribution and this l'll'dian value was 
taken to be the positi.on of the most probable alpha ionization . 
As Xg_c and X s were changed in th! ionization chamberJ> th! chan ges in 
the value of tBe median were interpreted as chmges in the pulse height 
of the alpha parti. cle . 
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From an ex!Ullination of t he scattering of the median values for 
a large number of distributions which were taken for constant chamber 
conditions .P i t was determine d that a change in pulse height of about 2/10 
percent was outside of the observational erroro 
In the study of the multiplication effect for alpha particles 
in various gases s tie electronic channel analyzer was used to locate the 
changes in position of the ionization peaks. 
Saturation curves f or fission fragments in t he various gases were 
established by using the photoelectric channel analyzere Tb! peaks 
of the distribution were obtained using the me t hods of the next sectione 
Effects of multiplication and ratio of fields around the grid 
wires were eliminated from the ionization chamber by electrically tying 
t ie grid and collector ele ctrodes togetier 811d using it as a tw:~ electrode 
chamber. The field strength around the grid 'Wires was greatly reduced by the 
close proximity of the collector plate at the same potential as the grid 
wires. Thus » the effects of rise time and of ele ctron attachment and 
recombination were isolated from the others. The disadvantage of this 
expedient was t he loss of r esolution for particles bec ause of the 
r elativel y large solid angle for particle emission from the source. 
However .~> t he resolution for the alpha particles remained good enou~ 
to obtain s aturation curves. Curves for ' both the gridded and ungridded 
ionization chambers are shown in Fig . 17 o Fig. l7a shows t he saturation 
curves for the gridded and ungridded c hambers to be approximately the 
sane for l/2 atmosphere of purified argon. The ungridded s aturation 
curve is somewhat depressed at t he low Vgs values be cause of the 
increased pulse rise time (see Fig. 5) . Fig. l7b shows the curves for 
purified argon gas at l atmosphere of pressure. The difference between 
the ungridded and gridded curves is very mar ked at t he low V gs values.ll 
and it is due in part to t he relatively larger differences in pulse rise 
time bet\leen t ie t wo chamber conditions a t the increased pr essure 
(see Fig. 5). Fig . l7c shows the saturation curve s for a mixture of 
argon gas plus 3 percent carbon dioxide at a pressure of 1 atmos-
phere.. Addition of a small percentage of carbon dioxide gas to the 
argon gas increased the e l ectron drift velocity of the mixture.~> over 
that of pure argonll by about a factor of ten. The increased drift veloc= 
ity resulted in _relatively s ho r ter pulse rise tiiDI!Is fo r both the gridded 
and ungridded chambe rs. The tw:~ curves are essenti ally identical except 
a t the lowest values of V 5 9 where the drift velocities \~ere slower and 
t he rise times correspondiflgly longer. Fig. 17 indic ates that the decrease 
in pulse height :in ar gon gas with decrease of V s was l argely due to 
the rise time effect.ll rather than to electron at~achment and recombination. 
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When the rise tire of an IJ!lplifier is eq'\lal to the clipping time, 
Wilkinson 6 has shown that the relative out-put pulse hei!tlt from the 
amplifier as a function of input pulse rise time is given approximately 
by the expression 1 · s2 / 24, where s is the ratio of the pulse rise 
time to the amplifier clipping tine. In the present experinent the 
amplifier rise time and clipping time were equai and so:newhat greater 
than 30 microseconds. Since the particle path lengths for fission 
fragments were roughly two=thirds as long as those of the alpha particles, 
the rise tines of the fragments averaged about one-third faster. In 
the case of argon gas at 1/2 atmosphere~ tle alpha particle rise time 
of about 15 microseconds resulted in about a 1 percent drop 
in pulse height compared with a fission fragnent drop of about . 1/2 
percent. This differential effect between alpha particles and fission 
fragments gave rise to a small increase in the ratio of th3 most probable 
fission to alpha particle ionizations, and consequently increased the 
most probable fission fragmert. energies by no more than about 1/2 
percent . Of the gases which were used in this experiment the argon gas 
at 1/2 atmosphere was calculated to give tl':e largest differential effect. 
From the consideration of the rise times only the saturation curve for 
fission fragments would be expected to be constant over a slightly wider 
range of V gs than that of alpha particles. 
The field ratio which was necessary for complete electron collection 
was investigated by taking observations on pulse height as a function · 
of lgs , holding lgc constant. X s was increased until· the pulse heiglt 
started to decrease relatively rapid~. Curves from which the ratio 
of fields were calculated for various gases will be shown in a later 
section. 
The multiplication effect was investigated by varying Xgc and 
holding Xgs at a constm t value which was low enough to insure that 
the field ratio did not go below x ~ m over the range of J • 
Examples. of the multiplication curves w.ill be given in a later se~tion. 
Determination of Distribution Peaks 1 
Ionization distribution curves for alpha particles and for 
fission fragments were obtained througp the use of the photoelectric 
channel analyzer. Fig. 37 shows an alpha ionization distribution curve 
for argon gas at a pressure of 400 rnillineters of nercury~ and Fig. 38 
shows a fission ionization distribution curve for the sane gas. In order 
to accurately calculate the ratio of the most probable fission ionizations 
to one of the most probable alpha ionizations, it was necessary to 
determine the peaks of the distribution curves as accurately as possible. 
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The accurate location of the peaks in both the alpha and fission ionization 
distribution curves, particularly the location of the heavy fission 
fragment peaks, caused some concern. Two methods were used to locate 
the peaks of the fission ionization curves. The fi:rst one, which was 
also used to locate the alpha ionization peaks, was .l dependent on those 
points which made up the sides of tre peaks. The second one, which was used 
only on the fission ionization distributions, made use of most of 
the points on the distribution curve in the determination of the two 
peak positions o 
In the first method a curve was drawn through the points of the 
distribution by :rrentally making calculations to keep the deviations at 
a minimum. Straight lines were then dra'Wil through those points which 
were located around the inflection point on each side of tm peak. 
A me dian line was constructed between the t-wo straight lines which passed 
through the inflection points on either side of the peakc The intersection 
of the median line with tha ionization distribution curve was taken to 
be the most probable ionization associated with the peak. This rrethod 
of locating tha m::>st probable ionization was quite insensitive to small 
error in the shape of the cap on the peak. A check on the reliability 
of this method was obtained by comparing the results of two independent 
analyses of the data which were recorded on a film. In fact, the 
complete data on four films were analyzed on two occasions, and tre 
most probable :ionization pe acs for the alpha and the fission distribution 
curves were obtained. Fig. 18 shows tre agreement between the results 
of the original and the repeated analysis for two canplete runs in 
each of the gases, argon and helium. The agreement between the original 
and repeated analyses was observed to be better than that between the data 
which were obtained on different film using the same gas. 
The second method for determining the most probable ionizations 
involved using most of the points of the distribution to locate a median 
for each peak. To find a rredian for each pe ac it was necessary to use a 
reliable criterion to divide the points of the fission distribution curve 
into two groups» the light and the heavy fission fragmentso Since the 
upper edge of the light fragnent ionization peak was observed to drop to 
zero relatively rapidly in all cases, the straight line which was fitted 
to the six or eight points located about the point of inflection of this 
edge was extrapolated to zero counts. The extrapolated V§lue of the 
pulse height represented an ionization which was close to that 
produced by the most energetic 'light fission fragrrent» and it was very 
consistent between fission distribution curves in the same gas~ as is 
shown in the Fig. l.Bo Tha light fragnent icnjz ation peak was separated, 
for the purposes of the median calculation» from the heavy by taking 
74 percent of the extrapolated value and considering all counts above 
and below that ionization value to be in the light and heavy peaks, 
respectively. The medians for the light and heavy peaks of each 
METHOD I METHOD II 
MOST PROBABLE PULSE HEIGHT MOST PROBABLE PULSE 
IN MILLIVOLTS HEIGHTS IN MlLLIVOL TS 
ANALYSIS ut34 uz!a LIGHT HEAVY EXTRA. LIGHT HEAVY ALPHA ALPHA FRAGMEN"Ji FRAGMENT VALUE. FRAGMENT FRAGMENT 
ARGON 
RUN t:l 
38.35 33.92 752.2 491.1 850.4 747.7 489.8 
REPEAT 38.41 33.76 750.0 490.5 850.4 747.6 490.2 
ARGON 38.69 34.20 755.3 483.6 850.5 749.5 494.3 
RUN-62 
REPEAT 38.79 34.26 754.7 483.1 850.5 749.2 494.8 
HELIUM 23.62 20.75 458.8 309.1 526.8 458.5 309.4 
RUNir 3 
REPEAT 23.60 20.76 459.8 306.6 527.9 458.8 308.6 
HELIUM 23.61 20.87 464.9 303.1 526.5 462.1 307.8 
RUN._4 
REPEAT 23.60 20.84 464.7 302.4 526.8 46Q9 307.4 
-
FIG. 18 ORIGINAL AND REPEATED DATA COMPARISON 
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ionization distribution curve were then calculated using all points 
that exceeded 5 and 10 percent of tre height of the light fragment 
ionization peak, respectively. In order to obtain a most probable 
light fragm3nt roodian value which was reasonably close to that obtained 
in the first nethod, a pseuoo median was calculated in which the most 
probable ionization was taken to be the point at which 45 and 55 
percent of tba counts were above m.d below, respectively. The consistency 
of this method of locating the most probable ionizations was crecked 
by applying the method '00 tre original and the repeated analyses that 
-were avai.lable for the tw:> complete runs in each of the gases, argon and 
helium. The agreement bet-ween the original and repeat.ed analyses, as shown 
by Fig. 18, was again observed to be better than that bet-ween tba data 
which .were obtained on different films using tre sane gas. 
The general results which were obtained from the two methods 
of locating the most probable ionizations were in good agreement. They 
will be discussed further in the following sections. 
ISC-498 
RESULTS 
The multiplication curves which were obtained for purified argon 
and neon gases at various pressures are shown by Figs. 19 and 20. 
Figs. 21.-33 show saturation and ratio of field curves for alpha 
particles which were stopped in various gases and gas mixtures. Curves 
are shown for argon, helium, nitrogen, neon,p carbon dioxide, argon plus 
3 percent carbon dioxide, argon plus 1/3 :t:e rcent carbon dioxide, and 
argon plus 5 percent nitrogen. 
Graphs of electron temperature versus X / P for argon, helium, 
neon, and nitrogen are shown in Fig. 34. These curves were obtained from 
tre work of Townsend and Bailey as described by Rossi and Staub 24 
Fig. 35 summarizes the information which was obtained from 
Figs. 21-33 md which was relative to the minimum ratio of fields for 
complete electron collection, x:l=. m • The use of information on electron 
temperatures obtained from Fig. J4 results in Fig. 35 which demonstrates 
a correlation between diffusion of electrons and x ~ m for a gas. 
Fission saturation curves for each of the gases which were used 
in this experiment are shown in Fig • .36. 
Figs. 37-42 are distribution curves for the alpha particles and 
the fission fragrrents stopped in argon, helium, and nitrogen gases. 
These curves are representative of those obtai.. ned for all tre gases and 
gas mixtures. 
Fig. 43 consists of six pages of tables which summarize the 
data and calculations to compare the ionization defects of fission 
fragrrents in various gases tot hat in argon. These tables contain the 
information relative to the experimental conditions, the mdst probable 
alpha ionizations, the most probable fission ionizations using Methods 
1 and 2» the ratios of most probable fission to alpha particle 
ionizations using Methods 1 and 2.P the most probable fission 
energies using Methods 1 and 2, the characteristics of alpha and 
fission distribution curves, and the ionization defects as calculated 
using Methods 1 and 2o 
Fig., 44 is used to compare the literature values of xWO<- with 
those calculated from tre most probable alpha ionizations of the present 
experim:m t. 
A summary of the error analysis is given in Fig. 45. The table 
at the top of the figure summarizes the estimates of the random errors 
and shows the total random errors associated with the most probable 
ionizaticns. Tre center table shows the estimated and calculated 
55 
errors for the most probable fission energies. In the extrene lower left 
corner of the figure .P the estimated errors for the average fission ~mergies 
are tabulated. The extreme lower right corner shows the errors which 
were estimated for the differences between the fission fragment 
ionization defect in argon gas and that in other gases. 
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FIG. 34 ELECTRON TEMPERATURE VERSUS X/ P 
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p Xga )'{ ~. DIFFUSION Xgc GAS mm Hg V/cm 
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D 0(' ('11 Xg1l 112 ~m V/cm 
A 1400 365 .26 137 .375 .61 1.94 708 
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425 .77 269 .820 .90 2.16 708 
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NO. ~is Xgs MOST PROBABLE IONIZATIONS EXTRA. I OF \Q.TS IN MILLIVOL TS<METHOD I) PULSE 
RUN PRESS. FISSION PER PER~ ALPHAS FRAGMENTS HEIGHT 
NO. GAS mm Hg EVEtm em em ~ ~m u234 una LIGHT HEAVY MILLIVOLTS 
I A 400 18,600 827 325 2.55 2.2 38.38 33.93 751.1 490.8 850.5 
2 A 400 20,000 827 325 2.55 2.2 38.73 34.23 755.0 483.4 850.5 
3 He 22.00 30,300 945, 475 2.00 1.7 23.61 20.75 459.3 307.8 527.9 
4 He 2200 28,700 945 475 2.00 1.7 23.60 20.85 464.8 302.8 526.8 
5 A 740 24.400 1180 475 2.50 2.1 37.73 33.17 731.0 478.0 829.8 
6 A 425 28,500 850 338 2.50 2.2 38.56 34.06 756. I 509.9 855.9 
7 N2 425 20,000 945 530 1.80 1.7 26.84 23.58 503.2 325.9 573.9 
8 N2 425 16,000 1180 595 2.00 1.7 26.93 23.74 503.0 324.8 572.6 
9 Ne 1580 15,200 472 180 2.62 2. I 27.18 23.68 522.9 336.6 588.5 
10 Ne 1580 17.000 472 180 2.62 2.1 27.16 23.73 526.0 338.7 599_ 2 
I I ~03~ 740 18,000 945 462 2.05 1.5 37.87 33.22 717.0 442.4 815.8 
12 ~6,~~ 740 26~400 1180 625 1.89 1.5 38.43 33.55 717.1 446.1 820.0 
13 IAJ-1% 425 19,000 1180 612 1.93 1.7 36.76 32.12 708.4 453.2 809.9 
FlG. 43o EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND MOST PROBABLE ALPHA AND FISSION 
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RATIOS OF MOST PROBABLE MOST PROBABLE ENERGIES 
IONIZATIONS ( )t R) OF FISSION FRAGMENTS (MEV) 
RUN 2!4 llf 2!8 llf U4 lhf 2!8 lhf LIGHT HEAVY 
NO. R -- Rlf=- R - R - 2!4 2!8 2!4 238 If - l234 Ina hf- 12!4 hf - I 2sa E2M Rtf Ezsa R If ~2!4 R hf Ena R hf 
I 19.57 22.14 12.79 14.47 93.2 92.6 60.9 60.5 
2 19.59 22.06 12.48 14 . 12 92.8 92.2 59.4 59.0 
3 19.45 22.13 13.04 14.83 92.6 92.5 62.1 62.0 
4 19.69 22 .29 12.83 14.52 93.7 93.2 61.1 60.7 
5 19.37 22.04 12.67 14.41 92.2 92.1 60.3 60.2 
6 19.61 22.20 13.22 14.97 93.3 92.8 62.9 62.6 
7 18.75 21. 34 12.14 13.82 89.3 89.2 57.8 57.8 
8 18.68 21.19 12.06 13.68 88.9 88.6 57.4 57.2 
9 19.24 22.08 12.38 14.21 91.6 92.3 58.9 59.4 
10 19.37 22.17 12.47 14.27 92.2 92.7 59.4 59.6 
II 18.93 21.58 11.68 13.32 90.1 90.2 55.6 55.7 
12 18.66 21.37 11.61 13.30 8 8.8 89.3 55.3 5 5.6 i 
13 19.27 22.05 12.33 14. II 91.7 92.2 58.7 59.0 
FIG. 43b METHOD I RATIOS OF MOST PROBABLE FISSION TO ALPHA IONIZATIONS 
AND TABULATION OF THE MOST PROBABLE FISSION ENERGIES 
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MOST PROBABLE MOST PROBABLE IONIZATION DEFECT 
ENERGY (MEV) ENERGY (MEV) RELATIVE TO THAT 
RUN LIGHT HEAVY AVERAGE PER GAS OF ARGON (MEV) 
NO GAS Ea Rtt Ea Rhf Ea Rlf Ea Rhf a~~.,.. ~If o&f -x lw 
I A 92.9 60.7 
2 A 92.5 59.2 92.7 60.8 0 0 5 A 92.2 60.3 
6 A 93. I 62.8 
3 He 92.6 62.1 93.1 61.5 + 0.4 !.6 + 0.7:!:.6 4 He 93.5 60.9 
7 N2 89.3 57.8 89.1 57.6 - 3.6:!:.6 - 3.2!.6 
8 N2 88.8 57.3 
9 Ne 92.0 59.2 92.3 59.4 -0.4t.6 -I .4!.6 
10 Ne 92.5 59.5 
II ~+03% 90.2 55.7 
12 ~+l~ 89 I 55.5 89.6 55.6 - 3.1:!: .6 -5. 2!.6 
13 ~"+~ 92.0 58.9 92..0 58.9 - 0.7~.7 - I. 9!.8 
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FIG. 43C METHOD I IONIZATION DEFECTS 
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FISSION DISTRIBUTION ALPHA DISTRIBUTION 
RATIO OF MOST RATIO WIDTH OF PEAKS RATIO OF RATIO WIDTH 
RUN PROBABLE LIGHT AT MAX/2 (MEV) MOST PEAK MAX/2 PS£t~.J~ PROBABLE TO NO. ENERGIES HEIGHTS LIGHT HEAVY ENERGIES VALLEY (MEV) 
I 1.53 1.38 2.52 16.5 26.5 1.131 4·28 .306 
2 1.56 1.49 2.85 16.8 28.6 1.131 6.89 .287 
3 1.49 1.44 2.43 17.3 28.8 1.138 4.61 .312 
4 1.54 1.45 2.22 19.1 30.9 1.132 4 .80 .321 
5 1.53 1.49 2.58 17.3 30.0 I. 137 7.72 .257 
6 1.48 I. 33 2.19 17.3 34.7 1.132 9.63 .253 
7 1.54 1.2 8 2.43 17.5 26.5 1.138 5.84 .282 
8 1.55 1.3 7 2.79 16.4 27.7 1.134 8.86 .260 
9 1.55 1.28 2.42 17.3 29.3 1.148 7.50 .254 
10 1.55 1.3 6 2.38 17.4 31.3 1.145 6.04 .261 
II 1.62 1.50 2.66 18.3 31. 5 1.140 10.40 .247 
12 1.61 1.3 0 2.52 17.4 28.3 1.145 7.00 .248 
13 1.56 1.51 2. 73 16.7 30.3 1.144 9.09 .239 
FIG. 43d CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FISSION AND ALPHA DISTRIBUTION CUR\£5 
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MOST PROBABLE RAT lOS OF MOST PROBABLE MOST PROBABLE FISSION I 
IONIZATION IN IONIZATIONS (xR) ENERGIES IN Mev. 
MILLIVOLTS LIGHT HEAVY 
LIGHT HEAVY 
R 234 If R 238 If R 234 hf R 238 hf Eu.Rit214EneRit~~uRhf54E238Rhp-i 
747.7 490.0 19.48 22.04 12.77 14.44 92.7 92.1 60.8 60.4 
749.4 494.6 19.35 21.89 12 77 14.45 92.1 91.5 60.8 60.4 
458.7 309.0 19.43 22.11 13.09 14.89 92.5 92.4 62.3 62.2 I 
461.5 307.6 19.55 22.13 13.03 14.75 93.1 92.5 62.0 61.7 
7 28.3 484.1 19.30 21. 96 12.83 14.59 91.9 91.8 61. I 61.0 
7 50.9 499.1 19.47 22.05 12.94 14.65 92.7 92.2 61.6 61.2 
500.9 330.5 18.66 21.24 12.31 14.02 88.8 88.8 58.6 58.6 
501.6 329.0 18.63 21.13 12.22 13.86 88.7 88.3 58.2 57.9 
518.3 342.0 19.07 21.89 12.58 14.44 90.8 91.5 59.9 60.4 
5 24.4 346.5 19.31 22.10 12.76 14.60 91.9 92.4 60.7 61.0 
711.0 45 4.9 18.77 21.40 12.01 13.69 89.3 89.5 57.2 57.2 
717.5 459.0 18.67 21.39 11.94 13.68 88.9 89.4 56.8 57.2 
712.0 478.2 19.37 22.17 13.01 14.89 90.6 91.1 60.6 61.0 
METHODIT MOST PROBABLE IONIZATIONS, RATIOS OF MOST 
PROOABLE FISSION TO ALPHA IONIZATIONS, AND MOST PROBABLE 
FISSION ENERGIES 
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MOST PROBABLE MOST PROBABLE 
ENERGY (MEV) ENERGY (MEV) 
RUN LIGHT HEAVY AVERAGE PER GAS 
NO. GAS Ea Rlf Ea Rht Ea Rlf Ea Rht 
I A 92.4 60.6 
2 A 91.8 60.6 
5 A 91.9 61.1 92.2 60.9 
6 A 92.5 61.4 
3 HE 92.5 62.3 
4 HE 92.8 61.9 92.7 62.1 
7 Ne 88.8 58.6 
8 Na 88.5 58.1 88.7 58.4 
9 Ne 91.2 60.2 91.7 60.5 
10 N, 92.2 60.9 
II A+ 89.4 57.2 3%COz 
12 A+3% 89.2 57.0 89.3 57.1 COt 
13 A+&% Nz 90.9 60.8 90.9 60.8 
FIG. 43f METHOD 1l IONIZATION DEFECTS 
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MULT. AVERAGE MOST PROBABLE l W e V IONIZATIONS IN MV. (CORRECTED X a ION PAIR rEI, Jri23~ PRESS. ABOUT FOR MULTIP'll CATION) FROM CALCU. 
mm GRID ALPHAS FRAGMENTS LITER REL. HEI 234 xi t 
RUN GAS Ha WIRES u234 u23a LIGHT HEAVY ATURE Na LIGHT HEAVY 
1,2,6 A 400 ~ 40Jo 37.08 32.76 725.1 475.7 26.4 26.3 1.00 I. 0 I 
5 A 740 ~I 0/o 37.36 32.84 723.8 473.3 26.4 26.2 1.01 1.02 
3,4 He 2200 0 23.60 20.80 462.0 305.3 42.7 41.4 1.00 1.00 
7, 8 N2 425 0 26.89 23.66 503.1 325.4 36.4 36.4 1.05 . 1.07 
9,10 Ne 1580 0 27.17 23.71 523.5 337.6 36.8 36.2 1.0 2 1.04 
II, 12 A+ 740 0 38.15 33.39 71.70 444.2 26.1 25.7 1.04 1.11 
3°/oC02 
13 A+ 425 0 36.76 32.12 708.4 463.2 26.5 26.7 1.02 1.0 5 
5°/oN2 
. -
---
FIG.44. SUMMARY AND COMPARISON OF VALUES OF W FOR THE VARIOUS GASES 
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DISCUSSION 
Multiplication Effect 
87 
A discussion of the effect of multiplication of electrons about 
the grid wires of a gridded parallel-plate ionization chamber was not 
found in the literature. 1Vilkinson 6 mentioned that multiplication of 
electrons in gases would be most important for neon gas. Figs. 19 
and 20 show that multiplication was observed in both purified neon 
and argon gases. Multiplication in neon and argm gases was observed 
at a calculated Xgc j P of about .40 and 1.30, respectively. X c 
was calculated assuming a uniform field between the grid and co~le ctor 
electrodes. However ~ the multiplication undoubtedly took place near 
the grid wires where the field was much strcnger than that calculated. 
The Xgc / P values» which signified the onset of multiplicationll 
were consistent for different pressures of the same gas. 
Fission and alpha distribution curves in neon gas were obtained 
at values of Xgc which were lower than that observed for the 
threshold of multiplication. However, argon distribution curves at 
both 400 and 740 mm Hg were obtained with approximately 4 and 
1 percent multiplication., respectively. It was necessary '00 operate 
Xgc in the multiplication region for argon gas so that the 
lTll.nimum ratio of fields was maintained for the largest values of 
Xgs which were necessary to establish a reasonable saturation curve. 
As the multiplication becarre of the order of about 1.5 percent, the 
peak~to~valley ratio of the natural uranium alpha distribution was observed 
to becorre noticeably lower than that for the case of no mul tiplicati.on. 
Part of this decrease was attributed to the increase of the low= 
frequency microphonics for increase of Vgc. However, the peak-to-valley 
ratio for 4 percent mul ti.plication was not. observed to be lowered. 
The addition of 1/3 percent of carbon dioxide into argon gas removed 
the multiplication which was presentS) but at the sane tine it introduced 
new effects which will be discussed later. 
Multiplication curves in nitrogen» helium j and argon plus 5 
percent nitrogen gases were relatively nat over the range of Xgc 
from 470 to 1200 volts per centineter. 
The multiplication effect about the grid wires of a gridded 
parallel-plate ionization chamber might be used to increase the signal 
to noise level for amplified ionization pulses. In view of the loss of 
resolution for alpha pulses in the pre~ent ch amber for multiplications 
of about l.l.5ll it is possible that the orientation of the particle path 
length is important. Gridded chambers which would employ larger 
multiplication factors than the present chamber and would use particles 
collimated parallel to the source might give a reasonable resolution 
for ionization pulses. 
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Saturation 
The literature of the past ten years has contained many 
experiments in which gridded para.llel=plate ionization chambers 
employing election collection were used. Most of the published papers 
mentioned that saturation was obtained» but few of them gave specific 
data or indication of the meaning. Methods were developed in the present 
experiment so that relat:i vely small changes in pulse :00 ight of alpha 
particles were detected reasonably accuratel y and in a short time. 
Thus, accurate determinations of pulse reight as a function of chamber 
conditions were possible, and saturation curves in tl'e various gases 
were obtained which showed pulse height ch:nges in percent as a function 
of the source electrode voltage. All ionization chamber gases used in this 
experiment were purified except those whic h were a mixture of two gases. 
The ranges of saturation curves were limited on the upper end by 
the breakdown characteristics of the gas and the chamber geometry or by 
the maximum voltage (~ 5000 volts) which could be safely applied to the 
source ele ctrode. Curves for neon gas were particularly limited by the 
formerll and those in argon gas at 400 and 740 mm Hg were definitely 
restricted. Tre region of relatively constant pulse height for alpha 
particles in argon gas at 400 mm Hg (Fig. 21.) was limited to a narrow 
range by voltage breakdown at the upper end and by rise time and 
recombination effects at the lower. For argon gas at 740 mm Hg 
(Fig. 22) the effect of rise ti rre was diminished while a somewhat higher 
voltage could be applied before breakdown~ and the flat portion of 
the alpha particle saturation curve appeared to be broader. 
Alpha particle saturation curves for helium and neon were 
considered adequate, and those for nitrogen were very good. No 
signific ant decrease of pulse !'eight in nitrogen gas was observed for 
Xgs / P values from 1 .. 4 to 0.6.. The nominally flat portion of the 
~aturation curves for helium and neon gases ac tually exhibited a small 
positive slope. For example, in neon gas (Fig. 27) ~change of Xgs from 
.o6 to .12 resulted in a relatively linear pulse height increase or 
about 1 percent. Since both relium and neon gases have relatively 
higher positive ion IOObilities than argon or nitrogen, a part of tl'e 
changing pulse height can be attributed to the incomplete screening 
of tre collector electro cf! from the source vol1.111'e by the grid. Also 
tl'e values of Xgs / P are relatively low in helium and neon aid the 
gases may not be completely saturated. 
Fission saturation curves (Fig. 36) were obtained» in general, 
on tl'e same films as the main fission distributions which were used 
in the ionization defect calculations. At least two smaller distribution 
curves were taken before or after the firs t main fission distribution 
for a particular gas, and the main fission distribution was used as one 
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of the points on the saturation curve. Values of V gs for the 
additional points were selected to show the general shape of the 
saturation curve in the vicinity of Vgs for the main fission run. 
The median calculation of Method 2 was used to determine the most 
probable pulse heights, except for one change. Division of tm 
distribution into the light arrl heavy fission peaks was carried out for 
the main fission distribution as usual, but the median values for 
the other distributions were located by using the same relative ion-
ization limits for the t-wo peaks as for the main distribution. 
If the lack of saturation was more severe for fission fragments 
than for alpha particles in the sans gas, the calculated most probable 
fission energies would be smaller than they should be. However, the 
fission saturation curves in helium, neon, and argon gases were very 
similar to those for the alpha particles except at the lower values 
of X~s· Fission and alpha saturation curves in nitrogen gas were 
not s~gnificantly different for values of Xgs from 1.4 to 0.5. 
Many of the gridded parallel-plate ionization chambers used in 
recent years have employed arg::m gas plus small percentages of carbon 
dioxide gas. This gas mixture was investigated and used in the present 
experiment to obtain a comparison with the pure argon gas. 
Rise time of alpha particle pulses in mixtures of argon and 
carbon dioxide gases were observed to be considerably faster than 
those for the rare gases or nitrogen. Rise times in a gridded chamber 
using 3 percent carbon dioxide at pressures from 425 mm Hg and higher 
were observed to be 2 microseconds or less for Xgs values greater than 
100 volts per centimeter. Mixtures of 1/3 percent of carbon 
dioxide in argon gas at 1 atmosphere and higher showd rise tins s 
which were only slightly higher than those for the 3 percent mixture 
at the same values of Xgs. Rise tiiTS s in the 1/3 percent mixture 
at 425 mm Hg were observed to be about 4 microseconds for Xgs of 
about 100 volts per centimeter. 
The addition of small percentages of carbon dioxide gas to 
argon gas gave rise to some peculiar characteristics which are indicated 
by the saturation curves of Figs o 28-30. The first indic ation of the 
peculiar characteristics was observed for a 3 percent mixture at 
425 mm Hgo The saturation curve is sho1q1 in Fig. 28, and it was 
observed that tiE pulse height quickly came to a maximum and tmn d!creased 
as Xgs was increased further. Such a behavior was contrary to the 
previously published experimental wo~k with this gas mixture which 
was believed to give excellent saturation curves for alpha particles, 
even at very low vuues of Xgs• The sa·turation curves of the 3 percent 
mixture were investigated as a function of pressure and they are given 
in Fig. 28. Each of t~se curves was obtained using the same set of 
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electrode voltages. A relatively drastic change in the shar:e of the 
saturation curves was observed to take place between gas pressures of 
425 and 740 mm Hg. The curve at 740 rnm Hg was very flat over the 
range of Xgs from 125 to 625 volts per centimeter~ in contrast 
to that at 425 mm Hg. At tre increased pressures of 1500 and 2200 
mm Hg the pulse heights increased slowly as Xgs was increased. It 
would appear that there were several additionil effect s present in 
the mixture~ at least one of which was pressure dependent. Tre flat 
alpha particle saturation curves at pressures in the neighboroooa of 
700 mm Hg may arise from the combination of several effects. 
Fission fra~nt saturation curves for 3 percent mixtures of 
carbon dioxide in argon gas have been publ ished by Brunton and 
Hanna 13 and have been obtained in the present work (Fig. 36). Both 
curves are characterized by a relatively high value of Xgs correspond-
ing to saturation. This high value of Xgs for fission fragments 
was in sharp contrast to that for alpha particles under the same 
chamber conditions. Differences between the fission and alpha 
saturation curves in the pure gases and in argon plus 5 percent 
nitrogen were not nearly as marked. This larger difference between 
the fission and alpha saturation curves in argon plus 3 percent 
carbon dioxide suggested that the density of ionizat ion had a larger 
effect in this mixture. 
Fig. 29 shows the ratio of fields cur ves for argpn plus 3 
percent of carbon dioxide at pressure s of 425 and 740 mm Hg. 
Bec ause of the anomalous effectsj) the values of Z: m as a function of 
Xgc for 425 mm Hg were found to be inconsistent between themselves 
and to be higher than those for the higher pressures. Z! m values at 
the higher pressures (Fig. 30} were quite consistent. 
The saturation pror:erties of pure c arbon dioxide gas were 
investigated briefly~ and Fig. 31 shows a sat uration curve., Saturation 
pro~rties of carbon dioxide for electron colle ction were not regarded 
as good. 
The alpha particle saturation characteristics of mixtures of 
carbon dioxide and argon gases were invest igated further by observing 
the characteristics of argon plus 1/ 3 percent of carbon dioxide gas 
at various pressures. Th! saturation curves and values ofZm are 
shown in Fig. 32. Voltages on th! c hamber electrodes were tre sallJ! 
for the curves at 2200 and 1500 mm Hg, but the grid voltages were 
changed for the curves at 740 and 425 mm Hg. Points st which 
the values of the ratio of fields (1.65) would cause the curves at 
740 and 425 mm Hg to come down are indicated. It is evident that 
the saturation curves at these two pressures decreased prematurely 
and had the same decreasing characteristic s as t he curve for tre 3 
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percent mixture at 425 mm Hgo For the 1/3 percent mixture the 
saturation curve for 1500 mm Hg appears to have the best characteristics 
for alpha particles~ and the curve at 2200 mm Hg has the pulse height 
rising slowly with the increase of Igs• 
Comparison of the two sets of saturation curves for argon gas 
plus carbon dioxide mixtures indicated that for a given mixture th:!re 
was a limited range of pressure which resulted in excellent saturation 
curves. However.)) a question migpt be raised regarding the neaning of a 
saturation curve under such limitationso 
Fig. 19 shows the multiplication curves for alpha particles in 
purified argon at various pressures» and the curve for argon at 425 
mm Hg is increasing rapidly over the range of Vgc which was observed. 
However ll when 1/3 percent of carbon dio:xire was added to the argon 
gas, the multiplication curve in the same range of Vgc decreased 
nearly as rapidly as the curve had previously increased for pure argon 
gas. Higher pressures of the argon and carbon dioxide gas mixtures 
and increased percentage of carbon dioxide in the argon gas caused tm 
multiplication curves to fall off less rapidly. The multiplication 
curve in pure carbon dioxide had a slight tendency to rise with 
increased V gc o 
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The difference in saturation characteristics between alpha and 
fission particles in a mixture of argon and carbon dioxide gases 
apparently must be explai.md in terms of the differences in the densities 
of th:! ionizations. If a large number of carbon dioxide molecules 
were broken up into their components» i.e. oxygen and carbon monoxide, by 
the processes which stopped the energetic primary particle,p it would 
be possible to visualize the difference in terms of electron attachnent. 
Since oxygen~ at least.» has a large electron attachment coefficient, 
sone of the electrons could be attached before they were removed from 
th:! volune of the particle path. Such an effect would, of course , be 
more prominent for fission fragments than for the alpha particles. 
In mixtures of argon and carbon dioxide gases the decreasing 
characteristics of the alpha particle saturation curves for increasing 
I s might be explained by an impurity in the mixture or by some typ3 
of inelastic collision between the free electrons and the molecules 
of carbon dioxide as the electrons move through the gas to the col~ 
lector electrode. One might visualize a resonant attachnent reaction 
between the electron and the carbon dioxide molecule or a resonant 
molecular rea.ction which leads to a break=up of the molecule and to 
electron attachnent to one of the components. Also since the density 
of . ionization for a fission fragment is initially a factor of ten larger 
than that of an alpha particle, the same ratio will, in general~ prevail 
until the electrons are collected (neglecting the differences in the 
repulsions between the electrons). The difference in saturation curves 
between fission and alpha particles might be accounted for using this in-
elastic collision concept between electrons and carbon dioxide moJe cule s. 
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At the present time it appears that there is not enough informa-
tion available to justify making predictions regarding the JOOchanism 
of the effects which are in evidence. It would be desirable to have 
more complete data on alpha saturation curves for a wide range of argon 
plus carbon dioxide mixtures and at a number of different pressures for 
each mixture. A corresponding series of fission saturation curves 
for different mixture pressures and for varying percentages of carbon 
dioxide might be valuable. Also a study of mixtures of otmr selected 
gases with carbon dioxide would be of interest ,I) as well as studies of 
mixtures of other molecular gases with argon gas. The use of a two 
electrode parallel~ plate ionization charrber ( ungridded chanber) having 
parallel=plates with guard rings.ll particles collimated parallel to 
the plates, provision for high electric fields between the plates, 
and a system for insuring the purity of the gases would bring the 
problem closer to tre fundamentals which are involvedo 
In the present work a gas mixture of argon plus 5 percent 
nitrogen was used to measure the most probable energies of fission 
fragments and alpha particles. Addition of the nitrogen to the argon 
was expected to lower the electron temperature of the gas, in the sa100 
manner as carbon dioxide 1 and thus to increase the drift velocity in 
the mixture over that of purified argon rithout giving rise to peculiar 
saturation effects. Rise times of alpha particles pulses were observed 
for a 5 percent mixture at a pressure of 425 rom Hg, and they were 
found to be 2 microseconds or less for Igs values from 2.30 tD 
560 volts per centi.JOOter. Alpha saturation curves for this mixture 
are shown in Fig. 33, and they are ooserved to have a constant pulse 
height over a wide range of Xgs • Also tre fission saturation curve 
for this mixture (Fig. 36) was found to decrease only slightly 
faster than the alpha curve .ll as Xgs was decreased from the maximum value. 
Although the data have not been pre sen ted on a graph, soJre work 
was done on a mixture of argon plus 1 percent of nitrogen gas at 
425 mm Hg. Pulse rise times were again observed to be much faster than 
those of pure argon gas. For changes of Xgs from 1.40 to 600 volts 
per centimeter.ll the rise tilres decreased from 3 microseconds to less 
than 1. The alpha saturation curves were similar to those for arg::>n 
plus 5 percent of nitrogen. 
From the evidence which has been obtained in the present work, 
characteristics of argon plus carbon dioxide mixtures are not well 
understood. Since the addition of carbon dioxide to argon gas is 
usually done only to increase the drift velocity of electrons in the 
mixture~ it wuld appear that the addition of nitrogen gas instead would 
give very nearly as high a drift velocity to the mixture vd thout 
introducing otrer eflfects which are not understood. The results 
... 
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of the present work do not permit a close comparison of the drift 
velocities for addition of carbon dioxide and nitrogen to argon gas. 
However, the drift velocities for each type of mixture are about 
ten times faster than those for the pure argon gaso Drift velocities 
for carbon dioxide mixtures appear to be somewhat faster than those 
for the nitrogen mixtures. 
In view of the present understanding of what constitutes saturation, 
the saturation curves for alpha particles and fission fragments 
are believed to be very good for nitrogen gas and argon plus 5 per-
cent nitrogen and good for argon, helium, neon, and argon plus 3 
percent carbon dioxide. 
Ratio of Fields 
For the geometry of the present chamber the mln1mum ratio 
of fields for complete electron collection was calculated to be about 
1.30. This theoretical calculation assumed that the electrons followed 
the electric field lines exactly. 
Experimental observations showed that a~ m (~ 2o2) was much 
larger than the theoretical valueo Further investigation of the ratio 
of fields for helium~s showed the observed ratio of fields to be 
considerably lower (,__ 1.7) than that for argon gaso The effect of 
electron diffusion on the ratio of fields was then investigated. 
Wilkinson 6 arrived at an equation which relates the electron 
temperature and electric field strength in a gas to the mean displace-
ment from the plane of the center of gravity of the ionization 
divided by the distance the center of gravity travels along the field. 
The ratio of mean displacement to distance travelled is an indication of 
the importance of diffusion and is designated by 'D in Figo 35. D is 
proportional to the square root of the ratio of electron temperature 
to Xgso The values of Xgs were calculated assuming uniform 
fields between the source and grid electrodes. These values of Xgs 
were in error because the source electrode was not plane. However, 
the field in the vicinity of the grid was not expected to be 
different from the calculated value of Xgs by the amount necessary to 
account for the difference in the observed and theoretical values 
of the ratio of fields. Further, it was noted that the value of .. 
~s which was used in the calculation of D would in all probabili~ 
be nruch smaller in absolute magnitude than that which actually existed 
in the close proximity of the grid wires where the electrons diffused 
away from the electric field. However, the calculated values of Xgs 
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were proportional to t he electric fields m arer the grid wires o VallES 
of "">1 for the calculation of D were obtained from Figo 34. Electron 
temperature s for carbon dioxide gas and fer mixture s of gases were not 
available o Comparisons of the changes in the cillculated values of D 
with the changes in the observed value of x r m for each of the gas 
conditions show a good correlation. As the magnitude of the electron 
diffusion is increased, the minimum ratio of fields required for 
complete e·lectron collection is increased. 
Figo 35 shows the correlation between electron diffusj,on and 
2 where X 8 . was assuned to be the participat:ing electric fieldo 
However, the c~relation using X c instead of X was found to be 
reasonably good also. Thus, therl is some questioftsas to which electric 
field, or what combination of them, should be used in the calculation 
of n. 
From Figo 35 it was observed that :C m for argon and neon gases 
increased significantly as the pressu~ was decreasedo This trend 
was accounted for in either argon or ne;on gas by comparing two ratio 
of fields curves which were taken at different pressures but which bad. 
approximately the S&l'IJ! X s / P value for the minimum ratio of fieldso 
In this event the electro~ temperatures at the two pressures remained 
about the same, and the increase in em was probably due to the 
decrease in the value of Xgs' AJld consequently increase in Do 
Since electron temperature data for the mixtures of argon 
plus carbon dioxide or nitrogen gases and for pure carbon dioxide 
were not availableg 1D was not calculated for these caseso However, 
· the electron temperature for pure carbon dioxide was probably of 
the order of about three for the values of X 5 / P which were used. 
In this C8Se D "WOuld be close to zero and ~m would be at its lowest 
value o This value of lo45 for :2m in car bon dioxide gas was still 
above the theoretical minimum of lo.30.~~ but the remaining difference 
was attributed to the deviation of the electric field from that 
calculated assuming parallel plates o A value for z of about 
1.5 for ar{Pn plus 3 percent carbon dioxide indica~ed that the electron 
temperature of this mixture was almost as low as that for pure carbon 
dioxide. Also the lowered values of -z m for argon plus 1/3 and 
5 percent of carbon dioxide and nitrogen , respectively, indicated that 
the electron temperature was consider8bly bel ow that for pure argon gas. 
The lowering of the electron tem~rature by the addition of small 
percentages of carbon dioxide and nitrogen gases to argon was further 
substantiated by observing that the drift velociti es in the gas 
mixtures became higher than those for pure argpn. 
Although valU!s of % m for neon gas at 840 mm Hg were observed 
to be higb!r than for argon, the values of D for neon were approximately 
the same as those for argon. This discrepancy perhaps arises from the 
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inaccuracies in the electron temperature curves for the low values of 
X s / P which were in effect for neon gas. The discrepancy between 
tfte D values in nitrogen and helium gases, which have approximately 
the same value of Z m' may be attributable to the same typ:3 of 
inaccuracy in the helium curve. 
lonization Defect~ 
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The characteristics of each of the fission and alpha distribution 
curves are tabulated in Fig. 43d, and they are reasonably consistent 
between each run. Few data concerning the characteristics of the fission 
fragnEnt distribution for fission of u238 were given in the literature. 
There was no apparent reason why this fission distribution should 
differ significantly from the fission distributions of other fissionable 
isotopes whic h can be initiated by slow neutrons. Comparison of tm 13 
characteristics of the present distribution curves with those of others 
gave good agreement except for a larger width at half-maximum of the 
fis~ion peaks for the present expe rinent. Literature values of tre width 
at half~maximum for the light and heavy fission fragment peaks 
averaged about 14 and 22 Mev, respectively. These widths appeared to 
roughly correlate with the source thickness and the degree of collimation. 
In the present experiment the widths at half-maximum averaged about 
17.3 and 29.6 Mev. The poorer resolution for tre fission peaks was 
probably due to the distri bution of energy loss in tre source. The 
source was relatively thick (50 micrograms per square centineter) 
and the collimation was not severe (particles emitted at angles up to 
77 degrees from the normal were allowed). 
For each fission distribution curve and accompanying calibration 
curves , it was necessary to record data over 51 average period of about 
eight hours. At intervals during this period tre gain of the 
Mlplifier system was checked in the following wa,y. The stMdM'd pulse 
generator was connected to too ionization chamber s ource electrode in the 
usual way, and the input pulse magnitude was adjusted to produce an 
output pulse from the push~pull amplifier of approximately 250 volts. 
The bias volt ages on the electronic analyzer were set so that the 
calibrator pulse fell between tiD of the analyzer channels. Under these 
conditions the two selected channels w:>uld give nearly equal counts over 
a short observational pe r iod. Attwo hour intervals during most of the 
fission runs, a constant calibrator pulse height was placed on the 
source electrode, and the gain of the amplifiers was crecked by 
observing the counting rates of the two adjacent channels of the 
electronic analyzer. ChMges in the calibrator pulse reight of 2/10 
percent were large enough to cause one of the channels to almost 
stop counting and tre other to count correspondingly faster. 
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It was believed that changes of 1/10 percent in the gain were 
detectable providing that the electronic channel analyzer was 
comparably stable over these periods of tine • In mmy cases the 
amplifier gains were not found to have drifted by mare than plus 
or minus 1/10 percent over the eight hour perlod. However» in a 
couple of cases the gain was detected to have drifted as much aS> 
2/10 percent» and this was the error which has been established for the 
gain variation. 
The calibration procedure for both fission and alpha distributions 
was described previously. There were ten equal steps available across 
the face of tb! oscillographs but the usual procedure was to use the 
top seven and eight steps for the alpha and tre fission calibrations, 
respectively. In all fission runs at least two calibration curves were 
obtained, one before and one after the main fission run. An average 
calibration distribution curve was obta:i.ne d by combining tre counts in the 
corresponding channels of tre indi. vidual c ali brat ion distributions and using 
this to locate the calibration points. Figs. 37 and 38 show only 
three and six points of the alpha and fission calibrations, 
respectively. .A, least square fit of a straight line using at least 
six points was calculated for each of the thirteen alpha and fission 
distributions. The calibration equations were obtained in terms of 
the relative ioniz4tion and tte calibrator voltage in millivolts. Wb!n 
the most probable relative ionizations of the alpha and fission 
distributions were obtained by Methods 1 and 2, which were 
previously described, the val ws were swstituted into the calibration 
equations and the most probable ioniz&tions were obtained in terms 
of millivolts. Values of tre most probable ionizations for the alpha 
and fission distributions using Method 1 are given in Fig. 43a, and 
those for fission fragments ,using Method 2 are given in Fig. 43e. 
The two nethods for determining the most probable ionizations for 
both the alpha and fission distributions were described previously. 
Both of these nethods assuned that data for the distribution curves were 
avail&ble in a form showing tre number of events per unit pulse height 
interval. A comparison will now be made between tre tw:> nethods. 
The weakest link in the chain of procedlres for Method 1 was the 
location of the sides of t:l'l! distribution pe&ks. The shape of the cap of 
the distribution pe~ was· not critical since the relative ionization 
co zresponding to the intersection of the media.n line (between the two 
sides of the peak) and the cap was a slowly varying function of the 
cspshape. After the sides of each peak were located» the rema.ining 
steps were geometrical and mathem&ticalo M!thod 2 was developed 
to make the process less depmdent on the interpretation of the 
fission distribution shspe. In this procedure it was necessary to 
graph only the upper side of the light fission fragnent peak and to 
draw a straight line through the inflecti.on point to the axis of zero 
counts. Since this side was relatively steeper than the . others, the 
\. 
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slopes of the lines making tre best fit to the points about the 
inflection point were limited to a narrow range of values. After 
obtaining the value of tre intercept9 a mathematical procedure was used 
to obtain the most probable fission ionizatidn. 
Method 2 was soiTV3what arbitrary in the designation of tre 
most probable pulse heights. However~ assuming the general shape of 
the fission distribution curves did not vary ~significantly~ the method 
designated a consistent peak position which was not very different from 
the most probable pulse height. 
Using Methods 1 and 2 the most probable alpha particle and 
fission fragment ionizations were obtained (see .rigs. 43a and 43e). 
The only difference in the two methods for obtaining the most probable 
light and heavy fission fragment energies for each run was the manner in 
which the most probable fission ionizations were obtained from the 
distribution curves. For each run it was possible '00 obtain two values 
for the mos t probable light fragiiV3nt energy and two for tre most 
probable heavyo This was done by comparing each of the most probable 
fission ionizations to the two most probable alpha particle ionizations 
tc obtain four values of R (see Figso 43b and 43e)o Those values of 
R which were obtained by comparing the fission ionizations to that 
of tre u234 alpha particle were multiplied by 4. 76 Mev, and those 
compared to the u235 alpha particle were multiplied by 4,.:18 Mev. The 
resulting four values of the m::>st probable fission energies (see Figs. 
43b and 43e) .ll two for t he light fragment and two for the heavy, were 
averaged for the rtm (see Figs. 43c and 43f) o Tre average values of 
tre most probable light and heavy fissi on fragment energies for a gas 
(see Figo 43c and 43f) were then obtained. The qu:nti ty ( ~ 1 
<, Ll f - x A f) was calculated by subtracting the average most probable 
fission !ragmen t energy for argon gas from that for a gas x. The 
results of the calculations of Method 1 and Method 2 are 
tabulated in Figs. L3c and 43f ,~~ respectively. The extrapolated 
ionizations (Fig. 4.3a) which were used in Me tho d 2 were converted to 
energies (Fig. 43c} in the same manner as tre most probable fission 
ionizations. Comparison of the average extrapolated energies between 
gases liaS also an indic'ation of the chmges in ionization defects · of fission 
fragments between gases. 
None of the fission energies which were cbtai.ned in this experiiTV3nt 
have been corrected for losses of energies in the uranium source or in 
tre collimator. Since the same source and collimator were used throughout 
the experiment,\) the erer gy losses were practically constant for all of 
the gases and gas mixtures which were used. 
The results of the calculations to determine the difference between 
the ionization defect of argon gas and those of otrer gases and gas 
mixtures will now be discussed. 
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When the average most probable light fragment energy in argcn gas 
was subtracted from t:tat in helium, the resulting difference in 
icnization defects was found tD be f .. 4 :t: .6 and .5 :J= .4 Mev 
for Methods 1 and 2 1 respectively. The corresponding differences 
for the reavy fragment were • 7 ± .6 and 1..? :1= .4 Mev. From these 
values one em say that the light fragment energy in helium gas was close 
tD being significantly higher than that for the argon, and that 
the heavy fragment energy appeared tD be significantly higbar. The 
average extrapolated energies of argon and helium gases were 
105.1 ;t· .5 md 106.2 ± .5 Mev, respectively. The difference in 
the ionization defects for the fission fragments corresponding to the 
extrapolated ionizations was 1.1 :t:. • 7 Mev. Again this value was 
significantly above zeroo In view of the preceding results tm 
differences in the ionization defects between argon ard helium gases were 
estimated at .5 and 1 Mev for the most probable light and heavy fragments, 
respectively. 
The magpi tudes of the ionization defects in helium gas were not 
expected to be so close to those of argon, which were given previously 
as 5. 7 md 6. 7 Mev for tre most probable light and re avy fission 
fragments» respectivelyo The arguments against such a large defect in 
helium were based on the mechanics of energy transfer to the helium atom 
in an elastic collision with a fission fragment. Because the mass of 
the relium atom is small compared to the argon atom, which in turn is 
less than the mass of the average fission fragment» it was expected 
that more energy would be transferred tD the recoil argon atom than 
tD the relium. The heavier recoil argon gas atoms were expected tD 
have a reduced ionization efficiency over that for the recoil helium 
atoms. On this basis it was expected that the ionization defects in 
helium gas w::>uld be from 3 to 5 ~v smaller than those in argon. 
The influence of the systematic errors (which are further discussed in 
the error analysis) on the difference of the ionization defects in argon 
and helium gases will now be discussed. Only the errors relative tD 
the saturation curves and to the differential rise time effect of 
the alpha and fission pulses were dee rood important to this analysis. 
If there were a lack of saturation in either the arg:m or helium 
gases, it would be expected to be worse for the fission fragments than 
for the alpha particles» because of the difference in ionization 
denai ties. Thus lack of saturation in a gas would cause the fission 
energies to be lowered. If the degree of saturation in argon were 
higrer or lower than that in the helium» the difference in tre 
ionization defects would become smaller (and even negative) or larger, 
respectively. From the experirrental work it appeared that if there were 
a difference in the degree of saturation between tre two gases, the 
saturation in argon gas was more complete than that in helium. A 
correction for this effect would tend to increase the observed difference 
in the ionization defects between the two gaseso 
The differential rise time effect was discussed in a previous 
section.ll Determination of Saturation Curves~ wrere it was shown that 
the effect would increase the ratios of the fission to alpha 
ionizations and thus increase the fission energies. Further the effect 
was estimated to have increased the fission energies in argon gas by 
no more tha1 1/2 :percent. Since the rise tines of the ionization 
pulses in helium gas were somewhat shorter than those in argon 
(see Fig. 5)» the corresponding increase in the helium fission 
energies would not be quite as large. Wh3 n the amplifier .ll alpha 
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particle~ and fission fragment rise tines were taken as 30~ 10» and 6 
microseconds » respectively» the differential rise time effect increased 
the helium fission energies by about 1/4 percent. Thus the differential 
rise tine effects between the two gases caused a relative difference 
of about 1/4 percent. The correction for this effect would be in a 
direction to increase the observed differences in the fission 
ionization defects between helium and argon gases. It would appear that, 
providing a correction were made for tre saturation and rise time 
effectsll the ionization defect differences of .5 and 1 M:lv for the 
light and heavy fra~nts.ll respectively.ll would not be iroreased by more 
than about .5 Mev. 
The inability to detect larger differences between the ionization 
defects in helium and argon. gases might be explained in at least three 
ways. First~ there is •sone question about the magnitudes of the charges 
of fission frag:rrents between different gasesll particularly at the high 
pressures which were used. Seconds there is a amble-ionization effect 
which is known to exist in helium gas.11 at least for alpha particles. 
Thirdll the number of helium metastable states may vary percentagewise 
between alpha md fission particles. 
First.\) Lassen 33 has investigated the effective charges of fission 
fragnents which were passing through various gaae s at pressures of the 
order of a few mm Hg. He observed that the effective charges of the 
most probable light and heavy fragments were lower in helium gas than 
in argon. If such a:1 effect cafui be extrapolated to the muph higher 
pressures which were used in the present experiment.~~ the high value 
of the ionization defect of helium gas might be explained by tre reduction 
in the ionization probability without particularly changing the atomic 
collision probability. Lassen 1 s work sho-wed that fissi. on fragments in 
hydrogen gas a t low pressures had about tre same effective charge as 
in argon. In spite of the long extrapolation of charge effects of 
fission fragments as a function of gas pressure ,11 it was hoped that the 
measurement of the ionization defect of fission fragmen ts in hydrogen 
gas would provide some information regarding a de:r;endence of the 
ionization defect on the effective c harge . 
33 N. 0 .11 Lassen» Kgl. Da1ske Vid. Sels. Math.=Fys. Medd. 26.~~ No. 5(1951). 
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Second» 111.other possible explanation of the high value of the 
ionization defect in relium gas is that recoiling helium atoms 
produce double ionization in their own gas. Since the ejection of two 
electrons from a helium atom required about 1.,6 tines as ruch energy as eject-
ing t"W:> electrons from tw:> helium atoms» th3 energy per ion pair would 
be increa~ed in those regions where the double ionization was produced. 
Wilkins 3L~ found that near the end of the range of alpha particles stopped 
in helium gas~ t:t:e positive ions consisted of about 10 percent 
doubly ionized atoms. He further found that the number of double ion~ 
izations incre·ased to a maximum when the ionizing power of tre alpha 
particles was a maximum and that no appreciable double ionizations were 
found :in air or hydrogen. A high rate of production of the doubly 
ionized helium atoms in the stopping processes for fission fragments 
could account for a relatively higher energy per ion pair. The measurement 
of the ionization defects of fission fragments in hydrogen gas would als:> 
eliminate this effect~ if it were responsible for the high defect in 
relium gas. 
Third» if the number of the nvatastable states in h3lium gas were 
higher percentagewise for fission fragments than for alpha particles» 
the helium fission energies wruld be l ower and the fission ionization defect 
for helium gas would be increased. It is not unreasonable to surmise that 
there might be addi ti.onal excitation in the end of the fission fragment 
path over that of alpha particles. This effect is subl}ect to c h3ck by 
adding a few tenths percent of ar g:>n gas to the helium. Since the helium 
metastable state has more energy than the ionization potential of th3 
argon gas~ the metastable states will deca;y by ionizing argon atoms. 
An attempt o s made to use hydrogen gas in the present ionization 
c harrber» but the saturation characteristics were extremely poor for th3 
Xgs / P values which were available. After purification of the gas the 
alpha particle pulses were scarcely higher than the noise level for the 
maximum Igs / P value of about four- tenths. 
Differences in t:t:e ionization defects between argc.n and neon gases 
were not found to be significant when the corrections for saturation 
and differential rise tinva effects in argon gas were applied. Negative 
values for the most probable light fragment were .4 ± .6 md o5 :t .4 Mev 
for Met1Dd3 1 111.d 29 respectively» and those for the heavy fragment 
were l.Jh ± .. 6 and .,4 ± .,4 Mev» respectively. Tre averages of 
the values for the light and heavy fragnents were t aken as .5 and e9 
Mev» respectively. The application of the rise time correction in argon 
gas would decrease the above values by about .4 Mev;1 since the rise times 
in neon gas were significantly faster than those in argon and the 
saturation characteristics in argon and neon were somewhat simila.ra 
34 To R. Wilkins» Phys. Rev. 19.9 210 (1922). 
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Remaining differences in the ionization defects were not deemed significan~ 
for the present experiment. Comparison of the average extrapolated energies 
between the two gases showed an uncorrected difference of .7 Mev and was 
another indication that the differences in defects were small. 
When the average most probable light fragment energy in argon gas 
was subtracted from that in nitrogen gas to obtain the difference 
in the ionization defects~ the value was found to be negative and equal 
to 3.6 ~ .6 and 3.5 1 .4 Mev for Methods 1 and 2, respectively. 
The corresponding values for the heavy fragments were also negative and equal 
to 3.2 :::h. .6 and 2o5 :i: .4 Mev, respectively. The negative values 
indicated that the ionization defects for the most probable light 
and heavy fragments in nitrogen gas were larger than those in the argon 
by about 3o5 and 2.8 Mev~ respectively. Comparison of the extrapolated 
energies in the two gases showed the value in argon gas to be 3.6 Mev 
larger than that in nitrogen. Nitrogen gas had very good saturation 
characteristics and the alpha pulse rise times in nitrogen were 
considerably faster than those in argon. Correction for the differential 
rise time effect in argon would decrease the Observed differences in the 
ionization defects by about .5 Mev, and the saturation correction 
would slightly increase the observed value. The combined corrections 
would result in less than a .5 Mev decrease in the observed differences. 
Since the mass of a nitrogen atom is smaller than that of an argon 
atom, the additional ionization defect over that of the argon gas could 
not be explained on the basis of the elastic collisions between the 
fission fragments and the nitrogen atoms. However, it was observed that 
the molecular binding5energy of the nitrogen molecule was of the order of 7 electron volts • J It was then postulated that a larger portion 
of the fission fragment en~rgy was being diverted from ionizing 
processes to radiation through the breaking of the molecular bonds of the 
nitrogen molecule.o For molecular gases the ionization defect might be 
broken up into atomic and molecular components, hereafter called the 
atomic and the molecular defects. It might be expected that for the 
molecular gases the molecular defect would be particularly large for 
the recoil gas atoms and for the fission fragments at low velocities, in 
much the same manner as the atomic defect. 
When the average most probable fission energies of argon gas were 
subtracted from those of argon plus 5 percent nitrogen, negative values 
for the differences in ioniza:tion defects were obtained. For the most 
probable light fragment Methods 1 and 2 gave o 7 ~ • 7 and 1. 3 :t:. .5, 
respec±i vely ~ and for the heavy they gave 1. 9 r 0 8 and ol :t. "5' 
respectively. The average differences in the ionization defects for 
the most probable light and heavy fragments were taken to be 
1.3 and 1 Mev, respectively. Again the saturation characteristics 
35 J. Co SlaterJ Introduction to Chemical, Physics, p. 132 (McGraw- Hill 
Book Company, 1939}. --
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of the gas mixture were very good, and the pulse rise times were a 
factor of ten shorter than those in argon. Thus the saturation and 
differential rise time corrections would be practically the same as for 
the comparison of argon and nitrogen gases, or less than .5 Mev. 
Since only one run was taken in the mixture, these corrections ~ppeared 
to place the difference between the ionization defects in the close-to-
significant class. However, the extrapolated energy comparison 
indicated that the difference in ionization defects was nearly zeroo On 
the basis of the large ionization defect in nitrogen gas, the mixture 
of argon plus 5 percent nitrogen might be expected to have at least a 
slightly larger defect than the argon gas. 
The differences in the ionization defects between grgon gas and 
argon plus 3 percent carbon dioxide were investigated. Both methods 
1 and 2 gave negative values for the light fragment, 3ol , ± .6 and -
2.9 .:t .4 Mev, respectively, and for the heavy fragment, 5.2 3:. .6 
and 3. 8 ..t"' .4 Mev, respectively. These differences in ionization defects 
for the light and heavy fragments were among the largest found in the 
present experiment, and they were placed at 3 and 4.5 Mev, respectively. 
The saturation characteristics were good and the alpha pulse rise times 
were a factor of ten less than those of argon so that only corrections for 
the argon gas were significant. The correction has been estimated previously 
and it decreased the differences in ionization defects by less than .5 Mev. 
The extr-apolated energies differed about 2.8 Mev between the argon and 
the argon mixture and in the same direction as Methods l an:l 2. 
The differences in the defects between argon and argon plus carbon 
dioxide were not surprising, perhaps, in view of the defects which were 
found in nitrogen gas. However, the large magnitudes of the defects in only 
a 3 percent mixture were surprising. Since the carbon dioxide molecule 
is more camplex than nitrogen, the larger defect might indicate that the 
molecular defect for carbon dioxide gas is much more important than 
that in nitrogen. 
The presence of a relatively larger fission fragment ionization 
defect in argon plus 3 percent carbon dioxide over that of argon gas 
produces a basi~ for speculation about the meaning of the fission fragment 
ionization defect which has been discussed in the literature and which 
has been attributed to the argon gas. In a previ ous section, 
Introduction, the evidence for a fission ionization defect in argon gas 
was indicated by comparisons of double chamber ionization data with 
radiochemical data, with velocity distribution data, and with calorimetric 
data. The double chamber ionization experiments 13 which 
were usually referred to in these comparisons used mixtures of argon 
plus 2 or 3 percent of carbon dioxide gas. On the basis of the present 
results it would appear that the ionization defect for fission fragments 
in argon gas should be decreased for the most probable light and heavy 
fission fragments by something like 2.5 and 4 Mev, respectively. The 
.. 
... 
.. 
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comparison of the velocity distribution of fission fragments with the 
velocity distribution which was inferred from double chamber 
ionization data gave ionization defects of 5.7 and 6.7 Mev for the most 
probable light and heavy fission fragments. ' If these quantities were 
decreased, as indicated above, the ionization defect in argon gas would 
be 2.2 and 2.7 Mev for the light and heavy fragments, respectively. 
These values would be in somewhat better agreement with those of Knipp 
and Ling 2 who calculated the defects in argon to be 2.5 and 4.2 Mev 
for the light and heavy fragments, respectively. 
The larger fission ionization defect in argon plus 3 percent 
carbon dioxide over that of argon gas suggested a possible explanation 
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of the differences between the measured values of the alpha ionization 
defect in argon gas. This discrepancy in the value of wa for alpha 
particles at low energies was discussed in a previous se~tion, Introduction. 
In the discussion it was indicated that thg measurements of Jesse et al. 9 
were not confirmed by Cranshaw and Harvey , Rhodes et al. 10, Hanna 3, and 
Brunton and Hanna 13. The argon gas used in the last three experiments 
contained 5, 2, and 3 percent of carbon dioxide, respectively, and 
Hanna 3 also used argon plus 2 percent boron triflouride. The molecular 
defect of the boron triflouride molecule may be comparable with that of 
the carbon dioxide. Jesse et al. used argon gas of spectroscopic purity 
for most of the measurements and argon plus .1 percent boron triflouride 
for one of the measurements. The .1 percent boron triflouride might not 
be .a large enough quantity to show an appreciable molecular defect. 
The work of Cranshaw and Harvey was done with tank argon which was 99.8 
percent pure. However, in this case the energy per ion pair which was 
measured for polonium alpha particles in argon gas was considerably higher 
(28.3 electron volts per ion pair) than that obtained by Jesse et al. 27 
and by Sharpe 36 (26.4 electron volts per ion pair). Because of the 
uncertain purity of the ionization chamber gas used by Cranshaw and Harvey 
and of the high value of the energy per' ion pair of alpha particles in 
a:t;gon gas, it appeared that this experiment would not carry as much weight 
as the others. It would then seem possible that the alpha particle 
ionization defect could be explained by a molecular defect in the mixtures 
of argon and molecular gases. · 
If the relative ionizations of an alpha particle stopped in various 
gases were obtained on the same scale, as in the present case, the products 
of the relative ionizations and the _average energies per ion pair in 
the gases should be a constant. The energy per ion pair for alpha 
particles in nitrogen gas, n~ 3 was taken to be 36.4 from the work of 
Sharpe 36, and the ~01.. values for the other gases were calculated 
relative to that of nitrogen. Nitrogen was taken as the base for the 
36 J. Sharpe, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) A65, 859 (1952}. 
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calculation because the literature values were quite consistent, there was 
no multiplication present, and the gas chara9teristics appeared to be 
relatively insensitive to small impurities 2b. The calculated values 
of XW relative to that of nitrogen are presented in Fig. 44. It 
was observed that the calculated and literature values 27,36 compared 
quite favorably. As far as it is known, these high values for 
heY and neW using electron collection had not been observed before. 
Jesse et aL 27 first observed the higher values ' using total ion 
collection and very pure gases. The high values of W for helium 
and neon gases in the present experiment were good evidence for the 
effective action of the purifier in the other gases. 
The last two columns of Fig. 44 were calculated to show the 
percentage increase in xWf compared to h~f· 
As a result of the experience with the present e:X:periment3 it is 
possible to make suggestions of changes which would improve the 
accuracy of the present measurements or which would, perhaps, foresee . 
some of the difficulties in the design of an ionization chamber using 
electron collection for other measurements. (1) The differential rise 
time effect between alpha particles and fission fragments in those 
gases with relatively slow drift velocities could be experimentally 
decreased or eliminated by increasing the rise time of the amplifier 
(to make pulse height less dependent on pulse rise time), by collimating 
the particles roughly parallel to the electrodes (to decrease rise time 
in a gridded chamber), and by using an ionization chamber which is 
capaqle of withstanding the voltage$ that would give maximum values of 
Xa8 / P between the electrodes (to increase the drift velocity and thus 
tRe · rise time). (2) The saturation characteristics for alpha particles 
and fission fragments could be irnprwed by having available higher 
Xgs/ P values between the electrodes, by using particles collimated roughly 
parallel to the source electrode (to d~crease recombination effects), and 
by using a parallel-plate ionization···cnarrber with guard rings to 
give uniform field throug'hout the volume. (3) Multiplication and ratio 
of fields effects could be eliminated by using a two electrode chamber 
and particles collimated very closely parallelto the electrodes. However, 
such severe collimation would be difficult in practice. (4) Although the 
gases in the present experiment appeared to have the characteristics of 
pure gases, it would be well to have a system for monitoring the purity. 
Since the drift velocity in many gases is very sensitive to impurities3 
the purity could be checked by incorporating a small auxilliary 
parallel~plate ionization chamber in the same gas system as the main 
chamber. By using a source of alpha particles which were collimated 
parallel to the electrodes3 the drift velocity could be checked 
quickly and accurately. (5) The resolution of the fission distribution 
peaks was not as good as those given in the literature. 
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It is now evident that more severe collimation would have increased the 
resolution of the fission distribution peaks. Although the number of 
fission fragments per unit of neutron flux would have been decreased, the 
decrease would have been largely in those fragments which traversed 
the greatest thickness in the source. (6) If the neutron flux were large 
enough, the resolution of the fission distribution peaks would be increased, 
by using a smaller source thickness. 
On the basis of the present experience it would appear that the 
use of total ion collection would have several advBntages over that 
of electron collection. The chief advantages appear to be that an 
ungridded ionization chamber could be used without much collimation 
of the particles from the source. Elimination of the grid would remove 
the effects of multiplication about the grid wires and of ratio of 
fields. Since both the negative and positive charges would be collected, 
the induced charge would not be a function of the orientation of the 
particle path so that severe collimation would not be necessary. 
Disadvantages would appear to be centered about a slow detecting system, 
and the microphonics, in particular. 
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ERROR ANALYSIS 
For tre purposes of this analysis the errors which entered 
into the results for the differences in ionization defects .. between 
gases are separated into two groups, the r~dom and the systematic errors. 
The random errors usually show up for a large number of measurements as 
a scattering of the results about a nean valueo The results may not be 
scattered about the true value because of tre systematic error:.. 
It· is possible to check tre magnitude of the random errors against the 
scattering of the results» whereas the systematic errors must be 
recognized» unless some of the results can be checked against a 
standard value. 
In the analysis of the variou:; results, tre root JmJm square error, 
or standard deviation, will be used. The standard deviation was 
calculated in terms of the sum of the squares of the residuals, which are 
the differences between the mean value of a group of readings and the 
indi. vidual readings. The standard deviation is defined as the square 
root of the ratio of the summation of the squared residuals to one less 
than the number of readings. 
In the following an attempt will be made to (1) describe the sources 
of the random errors and make an experimental estimate of their magnitude, 
(2) make an estimate of tre total random error for the most probable 
light and heavy fission ionizations and for the most prpbable alpha 
ioniz~tions» (3) estimate the total random error for the most probable 
fission energies» (4) compare the magnitudes of the estimated total 
random errors with the standard deviations which were calculated from 
the variation of the icnization values from the mean» am (5) describe the 
possible systematic errors. 
First» the sources of random errors in the present experinent 
are listed as follows a (a) calibration voltage» (b) drift in amplifier 
gain» (c) drift of the accelerator voltage in the oscillograph» 
and film movement (in the canera) in a direction parallel to the pulse 
height 1 (d) drift in tre base line position» (e) photoelectric 
analyzer and location of the ionizat:ion distribution pea<:s » and (f) 
calibration equatione These will now be discussed in the same order. 
(a) As given in the sect ion on t he electronics.~> the relative 
calibration voltage wash eld to an accuracy of about pl us or minus 
.02 percent for both fission and alpha calibrations. 
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(b) Previously in this discussion tre long time drift in the gain 
of the amplifiers was given as about plus or minus .2 percent for an 
eight hour period, If short tim:3 fluctuations in tee amplifier gain were 
present, trey would contribute to the width at half=maximum of the 
distribution curves but not to any appreciable shift in the position 
of the peaks. Further, if the long tine drift of the amplifier gain 
were linear with tire, and most of the observations indicated at least 
a monotonic function for an eight hour period~ the shift in the position 
of tre fission ionization distribution curve would be compensated by 
the method of obtaining the calibration equation. Calibration 
distributions were recorded directly before and after the fission 
distribution, and the final calibration curve was taken as the average 
of the t~. Thus tre shift in the fission distribution curve was 
in the sare direction as the shift in the calibration. Since the alpha 
particle and tre calibration distributions were recorded on film in 
about twenty minutes, the drift of the amplifier gain was much less 
than that for the fission fragm:3nt distribution. Errors due '00 drift 
in amplifier gain for the most probable light. and heavy fission 
ionizations and the average alpha ionization were estimated at plus or 
minus .1, ,15, and ,05 percent, respectively. 
(c) Drift of the accelerator voltage and film movement in the 
camera were checked through use of the second beam of the dual-beam 
oscillograph. The beam was focused at one edge of the oscillograph 
tube at alltimes~ had no signal applied '00 its deflection plates~ and 
was turned on by t:re same intensifier pulse as the first beam. Thus 
the variations of the heights of the dots on the film were an indication 
of the changes in the accelerator voltage and the movement of tre film. 
Observations of this line of dots using the photoelectric analyzer showed 
a slow regular movem:3nt of about .4 percent~ and superimposed. on this 
there was occasi<nally a small general drift of about .2 percent. Tre 
period of the regular IOOVernent was much shorter than the shortest length 
of film used in a distribution, which would be cne of the calibration 
distributions. The same slow regular motion was observed when tre sare 
camera was used to photograph another oscillograph, so that it appeared 
th~t tre film movement was responsible for the observed variation. The 
small general drift was probably due to film movement also~ although 
the drift of the oscillograph accelerator volt~e cannot be eliminated 
from consideration. Again the short time move:roonts of the film 
contributed to the width at half-maximum of the distribution peaks 
but probably did not cause appreciable shift in the position of the 
distribution peak. The film drift errors for the average alpha particle 
ionizAtion and the most probable light and heavy fission ionizations 
were estimated to be about plus or minus ,15, .15, and ,2 percent, 
respectively. 
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(d) Drift in the base line of the first beam of the oscillograph 
was due to variations of the oscillograph voltages and to the low-
frequency microphonics Which arrived at the deflection plates. Drift 
due to the variations of the oscillograph voltages was checked indirectly 
by comparing the fission calibrations which were obtained before and 
after a fission distribution. There were no low-frequency microphonics 
visible in the noise level accompanying the fission calibration pulses. 
When the gain of the amplifiers was constant as checked by the electronic 
analyzer and when the fission calibration distribitions were observed 
to agree within the error introduced by the film movement, the error due 
to the drift of the base line was assumed to be small compared t .o that 
of the film movement or to be a periodic variation. The signal to noise 
level for alpha particles was observed to be about 35 or larger 
for most of the distributions, whereas that for fission fragments was 
a factor of at least ten larger. Noise in the alpha pulse spectrum 
consisted mainly of low-frequency microphonics and high frequency noise 
from the firs~ tube of the preamplifier. Thus the noise level influenced 
the width at half-maximum of the distribution peaks, but the error in the 
position of the alpha peaks due to the noise level was very small 
compared to errors described in (b) and (c). A signal to noise ratio 
of 35 corresponded to shifts in pulse heights of plus or minus about 
3 percent, and this appeared to largely account for the Observed 6 percent 
width at half-maximum for the alpha distribution peaks. 
(e) The magnitude of the errors involved in the photoelectric analysis 
and the location of the most probable alpha and fission ionizations are 
difficult to estimate except by observing the consistency of the results. 
Movement of the film through the photoelectric analyzer film holder in 
a direction parallel to the pulse heights was not significant compared 
to the width of the distribution peaks. The number of counts obtained 
in a particular channel was reproducible within about 2 percent. For a 
large number of channels across a distribution peak, the error in the 
shape of the peak was very insensitive to the error in a particular 
channel. The errors in the locations of the most probable ionizations 
using Method 1 were estimated by noting the ranges of the values of the 
most probable ionizations as the slopes of the lines passing through the 
inflection points on the sides of the distribution peaks were taken through 
relative extfemes. The errors in the most probable ionization values for 
the alpha and the light and heavy fission peaks using Method 1 were 
estimated at plus or minus .3, .5, and 1 percent, respectively. 
The errors in the location of the most probable ionizations using Method 
2 resulted from the uncertainty of the values of the extrapolated 
ioniza~ion ( z .25 percent) and from the placing of channels in or out 
of the distribution peaks on the bases of the criteria of Method 2 
( '::::::1 .1 percent). Errors for the most probable light and ·heavy fission 
ionizations using Method 2 were estimated at plus or minus .3 and .5 
percent, r~spectively. 
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(f) Since tre amplifier system appeared to be very linear over 
the range of pulse rei ghts which were used, the error in the 
calibration equation due to the least square fitting procedure was 
neglected compared to so~ of the previously described errors. 
Second, the total random errors for the most probable · 
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ionizations were obtained from the root of the sum of the squares of the 
errors listed above, mainly those from (b), (c)~ and (e). The total 
random errors which were assigned to the most probable values of the 
ionizations of the light and heavy fission fragments and the alpha particles 
were .55, l.05j and .35 percent, respectively, for Method 1 and 
were .35, .55, and .35, respective+y, for Method 2. The table at the 
top of Fig. 45 summarizes these estimated errors. 
The largest estimated random error was that of the photoelectric 
analyzer and the location of the most probable ionizationsj and it was 
described in section (e). The scattering of the results between the 
original and repeated data (Fig. 18), which were obtained from two independent 
photoelectric analyses of the same set of four complete runs, was an 
indication of the magnitude of this error for the case of analysis by a 
particular individual. The standard deviations which were indicated 
by the original and repeated data were obtained in the following way 
from Fig. 18. The mean was calculated for each pair of readings, and 
the two residuals for each pair were obtained. The residual_s for tre 
alpha ionizations (16) of Method 1 were then used to fi1fd ·:£m standard 
deviation. The residuals of tre light (8) and the reavy (8) fission 
ionizations of Method 1 were used to find the respective standard 
deviations. Similarly the residuals of the light (8) and the heavy (8) 
ionizations of Method 2 were used to find the standard deviations. 
When the standard deviations were translated to percentage using the 
lowest values of the ionizations for the base, the percentage errors 
were as follows. For Method 1, the errors for the most probable 
ionizations of the light and the heavy fragments and the average alpha 
particle were calculated to be .15, .25, and .2 percent, respectively. 
For Method 2, the errors for the most probable ionizations of the light 
and the heavy fragments were both found to be .1 percent. The differences 
between these calculated errors and those given in section (e) would be 
due in part to the differences in viewpoints between various individuals who 
would loca~ the lines about the distribution peaks. 
Using the alpha data which is given in Fig. 43a, a standard 
deviation was calculated and compared with the total random error which 
was estimated for the alph.a particles. It was calculated from the most 
probable ionization values in the same gas but in different runs, i .e. 
Runs 1-2, 3-4, 7-8, 9-10, md 11-12. A mean value for each alpha i-Jarticle 
in each gas was obtained, and tre residuals for each value of alpha 
ionization were used to find the standard deviation. 'When the magnitude of 
the standard deviation was translated to percentage using an average 
alpha ionization as the base, the error was .45 percent for the alpha 
particles. This is to be compared with the value of .35 which was estimated. 
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Third, from tm estimated total random errors for tre alpha and 
fission most prob-able ionizations, the errors in the most probable fission 
energies were obtained, since the energies were given by the prodUct of 
tm ratio of tre ionizations and the alpha particle energies. The error in 
the alpha particle - energies was very small compared to that in the 
ratio of the ionizations. Error in the most probable fission energy 
was obtained by taking the root of the sum of tre squares of tm alpha 
and fission errors. The percentage errors for the most probable li•ght 
amd heavy fission energies of Method l were estimated to be .65 and 1.1 
percent, respectively. Those for Method 2 were estimated to be .5 
and .65 percent, respectively. 
Fourth, standard deviations were calculated for the most probable 
light and heavy fission energies from the values given in Fig. 43b. 
The mean values of the energies obtained in each gas were calculated 
for each of the most probable fission fragments. Residuals in each gas 
were then calculated, and the standard deviation was obtained using all 
the residuals for that fragJOOnt. In this ma.nner the standard deviations 
of tre most probable light and heavy fission energies were calculated 
to be .45 and .8 Mev, respectively. These standard deviations corresponded 
to errors of .5 m.d 1.3 percent, respectively. These values can be 
compared with the estimated values of .65 and 1.1, respectively. 
Using data from Fig. L3e, th! standard deviations were also calculated 
for the fission energies of Method 2. The errors in the roost probable 
light and heavy fission energies were calculated to be .45 and .5 
percent, respectively. These values can be compared with the estimated 
values of .5 and .65 percent, respectively. Estimated and calculated 
errors for the fission energies are tabulated in the center section 
of Fig. 45. 
The values of the most probable light and most probable heavy 
fission energies in each gas were averaged as is indicated in 
, Figs. L3c and l!3f for Methods 1 and 2, respectively. The averaging 
process decreased the magnitude of the error in the average from that 
for the individual values. Assuming components having equal standard 
deviations, the stm.dard deViation of the average is equal to the 
standard deviation of one of the components divided by the root of the 
number of components. Two values of the most probable light and heavy 
fission energies were averaged for each gas except argon, which had four 
values, and argon plus 5 percent nitrogen, which had only one. Thus, 
the estimated errors for 'the averages in argon and in the other gases 
were decreased by 1 factor of 2 and 1.4, respectively, over that for a 
single value. A tabulation of the estimated errors for the average 
fission energies in the various gases is given in the extreill! lower left 
corner of Fig. 45. 
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Since the difference in ionization defects between two gases was 
obtained by subtracting the fission fragment energies in the gases, tffi 
total estimated error in the difference.» neglecting systematic errors, 
was obta.ined by taking the root of the sum of the squares of tm errors 
for each fiss ion energy. The tabulation in the extreme lower right 
corner of Fig. 45 shows the errors which have been estimated for the 
differences in ionization defects between argon gas and the other gases. 
Numbers in parentheses are in Mev. 
The estimated errors in tm valoos of the extrapolated ionizations 
were about the sm1e as those for the most probable light fission 
fragment except for that in section (e). The root of the sum of tre squares 
of the individual errors yielded an estimated error of about .3 percent for 
the extrapolated ionizations. The error in the extrapolated energies 
was a combination of the errors in the extrapolated ionization and the 
alpha ionization,\) and it was estimated to be .45 percent. The standard 
deviation of tie extrapolated energy values given in Fig. 43c was 
calculated. Mean values for each of tm gases were found, and the 
residuals for each run were obtained. Using all of the residuals, the 
standard deviation for the extrapolated energy was calculated to 
be .5 percent. Fig. 45 also includes tba summary for the error analysis 
of the extrapolated energies. 
Fifth,\) the systematic errors which must be considered along with 
tba results are listed as follows3 (g) variation of tba fission and. 
alpha saturation curves between gases, (h) differemes in the rise times 
of the ionization pulses for alpha particles and fission fragments, 
(i) gas purity and changes in the constituents of the gases between 
runs in the same gas ll (j) thickness of the source and the collimation 
factor )) and (k) differences between fission and alpha ionization 
losses in the collimator e 
(g) In the present experiment the pulse height sensitivity of the 
equipment was good enough that small slopes of the saturation curves 
were observable. Complete saturation for alpha particles and fission 
fragments appeared to have been achieved for nitrogen gas.» argon plus 5 
percent nitrogen9 and argon plus 3 percent c arbon dioxide gas 
mixtures . For the cases of argon .51 helium, and neon gases ll the 
saturation curves for both alpha particles and fission fragments exhibited 
a small positive slope. Since the saturation curves for the alpha particles 
and the fission f ragmen ts appeared to have about the same characteristics, 
it was probable that the same degree of saturation had been achieved. 
It was assumed that the small slope was not due to an effect which 
would differentiate between tba alpha :and fission ionizations. In this 
case the ratio of., the fission to alpha ionizations would not be 
appreciably affected. 
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(h) In a previous section, netermination of Saturation Curves, 
the effect of differences in rise tines between the alpha particles and 
fission fragments stopped in argon gas at about 400 mm Hg was discussed. 
It was pointed out in this case that the difference between the rise times 
increased the ratio of the most probable fission to alpha ionizations 
(and thus the fission energy) by about l/2 percent. Since the 
decrease in pulse height due to tile amplifier characteristics 
is directly proportional to ~lE square of the ratio of the pulse rise time 
to tha amplifier rise time, the differential rise time effect between 
alpha particles and fission fragments becomes rapidly smaller for 
decreasing pulse rise times. For example, tlE alpha pulse rise time 
in neon gas was about one-half that for the argon above, and the 
differential rise tine effect between the alpha and fission rise tines 
was calculated as about .15 percent. Run 5 was made with argon gas 
at l atmosphere, and tha alpha pulse rise times were nearly a factor 
of two faster. However, the fission energies which were obtained were 
slightly lower than tlE average argon fission energies which included three 
runs at l/2 atmosphere. For the present resolution of the fission 
energies, it was not deemed mcessary to mam a correction for the 
differential rise time effect. 
(i) Comparison of the values of 'W<:,. which were calculated from tlE 
data (Fig. 44) with those of Jesse et al.,27 who used very pure gases, 
have good agreement. :Since tlE ~values of neon and helium gases vary 
a great oeal between pure and contaminated gases, it was believed that 
the present purification process was effective in removing most 
of the contamination gases. No variation in the purity of the gases 
was detected between runs. 
(j} The fission energies were not corrected for the losses of 
alpha and fission energies in the source thickness. .Since tlE same 
source and collimator were used throughout tlE experiment, the energy 
loss to the source was not a function of the type of gas in the chamber. 
(k) Since the collimator holes were relatively large in diameter 
compared to their thickness, the electric fields in the collimator holes 
were expected to be large eno~gh to remove most of the free electrons. 
If appreciable error were introduced into the ratio of fission to 
alpha ionizations by the loss of electrons in the collimator, it 
would be relatively constant between those gases in which the particle 
path lengths were about the sane. 
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RANDOM ESTIMATED ERRORS IN THE MOST ERRORS 
ERROR PROBABLE IONIZATIONS (PERCENT) IN THE 
SOURCES METHOD I METHOD 2 EXTRAPO-
FRAGMENTS FRAGMENTS LA TED 
ALPHA LIGHT HEAVY LIGHT HEAVY I 
(a ) .02 .02 .03 .02 .0 3 .02 
(b) .05 . I .I 5 .• I • I 5 • I 
(c) .15 . 15 .20 .15 .20 . 15 
(d) 
.05 .05 .07 .05 .07 . 05 
(e) • 3 .5 I. .3 .5 • 25 
( f ) 
.03 .03 .04 .03 .04 • 03 
TOTAL .35 .55 I. 05 .35 .55 • 3 
CALC. (e) .2 .I 5 • 25 • I • I UIINI DATA FROM fit. II 
CALCULATED .45 USING ALPHA DATA FROM FIG. 43 a 
ERROR IN FISSION ENERGIES (PER CENT) ERROR IN 
METHOD I METHOD 2 EXTRA 
LIGHT HEAVY LIGHT HEAVY ENERGY 
ESTIMATED 
.65 1.1 .5 .65 .45 
CALCULATE[ . 5 1.3 .45 .5 .5 
ESTIMATED ERROR FOR THE ESTIMATED PER CENT ERROR 
AVERAGE FISSION ENERGIES FOR AAf- xAf 
METHOD I METHOD 2 METHOD I METHOD 2 
GAS LIGHT HEAVY LIGHT HEAVY LIGHT I HEAVY LIGHT !HEAVY 
A+~lo Nz .65 1.1 .5 .65 . 75 1.25 .55 .75 
(.7) (.8) (.5) (.5) 
A .35 ~55 .25 .35 NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES 
IN Mev . 
OTHERS .45 .8 .35 .45 .6 I. .45 .6 
(.6) (.6) (. 4) (. 4) 
FIG. 45 SUMMARY OF THE ERROR ANALYSIS 
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CONCLUSION 
The ionization defects of tm most probable fission fragments 
stopped in helium, neon, nitrogen, argon plus 5 percent nitrogen, and 
argon plus .3 percent carbon dioxide were measured relative to those of 
argon. These measurements of the differences between ionization defects 
for fission fragments between gases were made under the assumption 
that the alpha particle ionization defects in the gases were very small 
oompared to tm alpha particle initial energy. The condi. tions on the 
working equation would also be satisfied if xR.~-xll..< were equal 
to aR 8 Ll.,c • . 
Differences in tm ionization defects between a.r~on and helium 
gases were observed to be about one-third as large as those which were 
expected on the basis of increased ionizing efficiency for lighter recoil 
gas atoms. The smaller observed differences might be due to changes in 
the average charge of fission fragments between gases, double 
ionization in helium gas.P and metastable states in helium gas. 
Differences in the defects between argon and neon gases were not regarded 
as significant. Jince the masses differ by only a factor of tw:>, a 
large difference was not expected. Large differences in the defects 
between argon and nitrogen gases and between argon and argJn plus carbon 
dioxide were observed. · These were not expected on the basis of tm variation 
of the ionizing efficiency with the mass of the recoil gas atoms, or 
atomic ionization defect. They were explained qualitatively in terms of 
a molecular ionization defect. The large magnitude of the difference 
between argon and argon plus .3 percent carbon dioxide was surprising 
in view of the small quantity of carbon dioxide present. Differerx::es 
in the defects between argon and argon plus 5 percent nitrogen 
were not regarded as significant although the presence of 5 percent of 
a molecular gas might be expected to give rise to a small difference. 
The differences between ionization defects in argon and argon plus 
carbon dioxide gases was used as R. basis to suggest that the ionization 
defect attributed to argon gas might not be as large as has been 
indicated and that the discrepancy in the measurements of tre ionization 
defect for alpha particles in argon gas might be resolved. 
The operating characteristics of a gridded parallel-plate ionization 
chamber were investigated, and the particular effects, such as electron 
multiplication about tre grid wires 3 ratio of fields for complete electron 
collection, rise time of ionization pulses 3 and alpha and fission 
saturation curves, were observed as a function of the chamber gases. 
A correlation was observed between the minimum ratio of fields necessary 
for complete electron collection in a gas and the -calculated magnitude 
of the electron diffusion in the gas. Mmtion of this correlation has 
not been found in the literature. Multiplication of electrons about the 
grid wires was observed for argon and reon gases.P arid mention of this 
effect in gridded parallel-plate ionization chambers has not been 
found in the literature. 
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Alpha particle saturation curves in the various gases have been 
observed 'With much greater precision than those which have been found 
in the literature. 
The experience with electron collection in the grldded parallel~ 
plate ionization chamber of the present experiment indicated that when 
design conditions Il8de it possible» it would be well to incorporate 
the following features:~ paralle 1 electrodes with guard rings ll a source 
of particles collimated parallel to the electrodes~ a t"WO=-electrode 
ch8.11iber instead of a gridded chamber ll a chamoor which can withstand 
maximum values of X / P between the electrodes» and the addition of 
a system to monitor the purity of tm gas. 
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A relatively simple method of making largell uniform» natural urmium 
sources was devised and used in the present experirent. It appears 
readily applicable to making source thicknesses over the ra~e from a 
few micrograms to several milligrarrs per square centineter. 
A linearll high gain (~ 5000) shaping amplifier having a rise 
tine and a clipping time of about 30 microseconds was designed and 
cons true ted. 
The use of mixtures of ar~m plus carbon dioxide gases in the 
present chamber has been found to produce some undesirable characteristics. 
Saturation characteristics for alpha particles appeared to be a function 
of the percent of carbon dioxide present in the arg:m and of the pressure 
of the gas mixture. Mixtures of argon and nitrogen gases appeared to 
give the same desirable characteristics as the argon and carbon 
dioxide mixtures without the apparently undesirable effects. 
The relative values of W.c !J using electron collection in the 
present experinent» compared well with the literature values 2 which 
were obtained using total ion collectiono 
On the basis of the results of the present experiment it appeared 
that a number of further investigations would be of particular interest 
for the operation of parallel=plate ionization chambers and for the study 
of the fundamental energy loss processes. They are listed as followss 
(1) More detailed investigation of the fundamental proc~sses in 
an ionization chamber using argon plus carbon dioxide and further 
investigation of the features of argon plus nitrogen mixtures. (2) 
Investigation of the difference in fission fragment ionization defects 
between helium gas and helium plus .3 percent carbon dioxide. (3) 
Investigation of tte difference in fission fragment ionization defects 
between argon plus 3 percent of carbon dioxide and argon plus higher 
or lower percentages of carbon dioxide. (4) Investigation of alpha particle 
and fission fragment saturation curves in various gases using both 
electron collection and total ion collection in the same chamber. 
(5) Investigation of the alpha particle and fission fragroont 
ionization defects between gases using both electron colle ction and 
total ion collection in the same chamber. 
